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AMONG THE FARMERS.
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Physician and Surgeon,
South Farte.

Maxim Block,
C. JUS ES,

^

"crew·, tap·, ille· and drill» made an t
an·I tureehlng marvoalred. 3«wing, mowing
all kind·, preeeee, gun», pi»·
chines, i>umpsof
neatly an·! promptly reetc.,
knives,
trap·,
t0
Steam and water piping (lone to order.
set

paired.

LBEKT D. PAKK,

A

Licensed Auctioneer,

MAINE.

SOUTH PARIS,

Τ.τιη» Moderate.

PARKER,

|»Ι»ΒΚΚ
Attorney· and Counsellor· at I.aw.
A

MA1.NK.
gUMFORD FALLS.
General Practice.
Ralph T. Parkci
(jeorce D. Blelee,
L.

η

BUCK,

Surgeon Dentist,

MAINE.

SOUTH PARIS.

All uiy best work warranted.

j)ft

JONES,

H. P.

Dentist,
ΜΛ1ΝΕ

NORWAY,
Ο (Bee Hours—9 to 13—1 to 4.
F

£

SMITH.

Attorney at Law,

MAINE.

NORWAY,

Collection·

Home Block.

a

Special ty

A PARK.

|TKRRICK

Attorneys at Law,
MAINE

KKTHKL,

\.ι

Eller* C.

11·οη K. Herrlck.

JidlN

HARLOW,

S.

Attorney at Law,

MAINE

DIX FIELD,

"ly

Park.

RIUHT A WHEKLKR,

Attorneys and
SOUTH

Jame· S.

Counsellors at Law,

PARIS. MAINE.
Alton C. Wheeler.

Wright.

Wm. C. Leavitt,
14 Main

St., Norway, Me.

Hardware,

Ranges.

and

All Kinds of

Stoves,

Pipe Repairing,

Are

Telephone 134-11·

Plumbing and Heating.
the

pipes

apparatus for thawing

quickly.

Telephone

con-

No charge for team.
L. M. Longley,
Maine.
Norway,
nection.

Roc':y

H0LLISTER3

Mountain Tea

Nuggets

for Buy Peopl·.
Br'.aj? Qoiies Health tad Rsaewed Vigor.
A specific f >r Constipation. Indigestion. Live
and Kidney Troubles. PI m ρ lee. Eczema, Impure
blood. B.i l Ureai h. Sluwsh Bowels, Headache
and Backache. It's Kœky Mountain Tea in tabGenuine made by
let form. 3."» cents u bo*.
lloLMSTtn Drlo Company, Madison, Wis.
A Bust Medicine

GOLDEN NUGGETS FOR CALLOW PEOPLE

A Positive
CURE

Cream Bal·
Ely'squickly
absorbed.
It

Gnes Relist at

Once.

It cleanses, soothes
heals and protects
the diseused membrane. It cures Catarrh and drives
away a Cold in the
Head quickly. Restore* the Svtl:<e8 of
Taate and StudL Full size 50 eta., at Druggists or by mail ; Trial Size 10 et». by maiL
Ely Brothers,56 Warren Street. New York.

HILLS,

Jeweler and Graduate

Optioian.

NORWAY, MAINE.

OLD CARPETS
ARE VALUABLE

when made Into handsome,
versible, HAND-MADE

durable,

DEPLETED

FARMS—

Your inquiry, "Is it true" that bay
farmers are robbers, and are leaving behind tbem depleted farms? is a question
ripe for discussion. I may say that bay
farming, as practiced in this vicinity, is
doing that very thing, depleting the
farms on which it is practiced. There
are many farms here
carrying large
herds of cows and the owners of which
are making money, and again there are
many farms, which for one reasun and
another carry very liMle stock, and some
with absolutely no stock, and the hay is
being pressed and shipped awav each
year, and nothing being done to reuew
soil fertility.
The inevitable result
must be robbery and consequent deterioration.
One farm near ours, on which, not so
many years ago, 100 tons of hay was
housed in a season, and which at l ist
year's price for hiy standing, would
have been worth four to five hundred
dollars, now leases for seventy dollars
a year, and in an unfavorable year for
old field's cuts les* than twenty tons, I
have been told by those who have bought
and marketed the crop. That is deterioration sure enough.
Another large farm, capable of carrying twenty-tive cows, bad its tirst crop
sold last year standing. No doubt it
will share the same fate as the first
mentioned.
1 could count a dozen farms going in
the same way, all located within a radius of three or four miles. This condition of things is brought about from
several causes, among which ie scarcity
of reliable help, total abandonment for
other occupations, and lastly lack of
farmers
have
fimbition.
Too many
"hook worms," which disease seems to
be gaining a foothold in the fields from
its natural habitat.
In my opinion bay farming as practiced, results in deterioration, but according to Mr. Geo. Clark's method, if
it were followed as he follows it the
»oil fertility can be kept up a good many
years, and perhaps indefinitely. Howaver, Mr. Clark's method requires work,
and that is what the hay farmer who
lacks ambition to keep cows, does not
want.
It would divert his attention
from the soap box and nail kegs at hi*
jld rendezvous.
The way the things work out, one
and builds it up.
man takes
a farm
kVhen he passes on another buys it and
lives from the etored fertility as long
is
he can, and it is sold for a pit-

again

to

an

enterprising farmer,

the farms will hold their
the long run, but it seems
wicked to see a farm that has been the
pride of one man, where he has spent a
life building it up, get into a "loafer's"
hands and dwindle to nothing again.—
D. J. Ryther in New England Farmer.
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once Knew a very zeaious iarmer ana
bard worker who made up hie mind
;hat there was a bin profit in sheep. At
bat time wool and mutton were selling
veil, in fact one of his ueighbors had
;old him upon being asked why be had
>utchered a certain sheep, "I killed that
iheep expressly for the wool, and the
Button, too, by thunder." Accordingly
hie other stock and
le sold moat of
>ougbt a large Hock of sheep. He kept
hem two or three years and when they
were low one fall, thinking that there was
to profit in tbe sheep business he sold the
The
ot at eighty-three cents per head.
îext year he went into cows, paying
rood prices with tbe intention of selling
•ream to the creamery.
Being dissatisled with the results, he sold bis cow* at
—so much for the lot—making a subitantial loss! He built a silo and filled
ta year or two and then turned his at·
ention to potatoes leaving the silo
•inpty. Tbe high price of potatoes at
Wanting time did not continue long after
ligging time and concluding that there
ras no money in potatoes he cursed the
irop and w*tnt to grain raising, but as he
aid western grain was too cheap for
iim to compete with, he has finally sold
lis farm and gon*· into other business.
Right here 1 will mention some of tbe
idvice of a rather shrewd old farmer
vho has been satisfied with a good livng and has never wanted or expected
In fact be says that alο die rich.
hough he never took a cent of interest
noney he has paid as high as twelve per
ent. Upon being asked if he thought
t wouid pay to buy a Hock of sheep he
aid, "Now is a good time to sell sheep,
>ut if you buy do so of some one who
vants to sell to get rid of them and not
>ecause they are high.1'
Again he says,
'It is better to plant potatoes when they
,re low and then your seed will not he
ikely to cost so much in proportion to
our income from the crop."
On the road to wealth everyone, uness possibly it is McCall, McCurdy or
he like can look back and see where
hey have taken the wrong road or stood
00 long at the parting of the ways conidering. Most anyone has the waiting
labit and gold brick msn have for a
knock unbidden one* at
notto, "I
very gate, if sleeping, wake, if feasting
ise before it is too late—it is the hour
»f fate."
There was a time when I could hsve
•ought for twenty-five hundred dollars
piece of timber land that is worth now
iver a hundred thousand, but I had not
he twenty-five hundred, and if I had
aoat likely would not have had tbe
ourage or faith or knowledge to go
head and buy. Perhaps it is as well as
might have taken to drink and it is
[etting to be the general opinion that
here are too many McCalla and Mc-

with the results of the recent
nvestigations of the methods of high
inanciers in view I will make this New
fear's resolution and set it down on pa>er, that if I have any surplus money in
he year to come I will not buy life inurance, gold-bricks, patent medicines
tor mining stock, but will spend it for
mprovements on the farm or a piece of
;rowiug timber land.—H. B. Whipple in
•few England Farmer.
so

Additional Maine Letters.
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COMMISSIONERS MAKE BKPORT.

The board of cattle commissioners
] ias submitted the annual report of its
, rork to the governor.
During '05 the
( ost of testing cattle and destroying
a tables was 124,951.86, and the amount
| aid for cattle and horses $9766.50. The
t ew law, which has been in effect the
j ast year, requiring that all pure blood
( at tie coming into Maine from other
tested by order of the
8 tates shall be
( ommissioners, and also all pure blood
c at tie ohanging bands within the atate
e hall be tested in order to protect the
ι uyer, has meant much additional labor
f or the commissioners and much extra
The appraisals
t χ penne to the state.
t ipon the common breeds of cattle have
, iot been as high as in '04, but by de-

Wanted.

April

Bryant's

lath, 1905.

People calllug loudly that

Author of "The Gentleman From Indian·" and "Monsieur Beaucaire"
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ο
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a surreptitious turn or the wrist,
that those who observed them knew
that a question had been asked and an

t CONTINUED.]

K0

These two young men were members
of a cheerful band who feasted, laugh-

ed, 'wrangled

over

"Twas noticed

also that there were
five other Initiates to this masonryEugene Madrlllon, the elder Chcuowetli. General Trumhle, Tappingham

politics, danced,

made love and sang terrible chords
evenings together, as young
Will Cummings, editor of
meu will.
the Rouen Journal, was one of these,
on

summer

B®rea^· ^

Marsh and Jefferson
the afternoon following Mies Β

on

sallow man, very thin, very
awkward und very gentle. Mr. Cumuiiiig* proved himself always ready
with a loud and friendly laugh for the
poorest joke iu the world, his countenance shining with such kindness that
u

tall,

"it waa

Carewe's warehouses" were running
down the street. From the stable old
Nelsou on her father's best horse came
galloping and, seeing the white figure
In the doorway, cried out in a quavering voice without checking his steed:
"I goln' to tell yo' pa, Mies Betty.
He in de kentry on lan' bus'ness. Qo
back in de house, missy!"
The other servants,
like ragged
sketches in the night, flitted by with
excited ejaculations to join the runners, and Mise Betty followed thein
across the dew strewn turf In her light
slippers, but at the gute she stopped.
From up the street came the sound
of a bell smaller than those of the
churches and courthouse, yet one that
outdid all others in the madness of its
appeal to clear the way. It was borne
along by what seemed at first an indefinite black mass, but which—as the

By BOOTH ΤARKINGTON,

tv's Introduction to Rouen s favorite
eoas and «laughters Mr. Carewe. driving down Main street, held up one
forefinger to Madrlllon .. be
voung man turning In at the club.
Eugene no Y.ed gravely and as he went
In. discovering Marsh, the general and

"Hail Vuurevel!" panted Tapping- round to throw water not upon the
bam Marsh to Eugene Mudrillon as the flames, but upon the ladder men.
two, running in tlie van of the ''hoee
Mies Carewe stood in the crowd ui>ou
company," splattered through a mud the opposite side of the broad street

puddle.

"You'd think be was Carewe'·
and belr instead of bis worst
enemy. Hark to the man!"
"I'd let It burn if I were he," return·

only

son

ed the other.

"It was all Crailey's fault," said Tappinghum, swinging an arm free to
wipe the spattered mud from his face.
"He swore he wouldn't budge without
bis uniform, and the rest only backed
bim up, tbat was all. Crailey said

Carewe could better afford to lose big
ebantlee than the overworked department its first chance to look beautiful
and earnest Tom asked bim why he
didn't send for a fiddle," Marsh finished, with α chuckle.
"Carewe might afford to lose a little,
even a warehouse or two, If only out of
whut he's taken from Crailey and the
rest of us these three years."
"Taken from Vanrevel, you mean.
Who doesn't know where Crailey's—
Here's Main street. Look out for the
turn."

They swung out of the thick shadows
of Carewe street Into full view of the
aurora grew keener, producing even
fire, and their faces were illuminated
bere a faint yellow twilight—resolved as by sunrise.
Itself into a mob of hoarsely shouting
The warehouses stood on the river
no one ever had the heart to reproach
men and boys, who were running and
bank, at the foot of the street, just
him with the evils of his Journalistic
to
Mr.
others listening
Cray's
tugging at ropes which drew aluug south of the new "covered bridge."
performances or for the things he broke tiou of his return from the river wit
three extraordinary vehicles. They There were four of them, huge, bare
Another was Tapwhen he dauced.
no (tali, stealthily held up one finger la
pinghaui Marsh, an exceedingly hand- his turn. Τ rumble replied with a wtak, came rapidly down the street and sided buildings, the two nearer the
[>asse<l Miss Betty with a hubbub aud bridge of brick, the others of wood and
some person, somewhat languid in apTapplngham nodded, but
lln beyond all understanding—one line all of them rich with stores of every
pearance, r.ainty iu manner with womand
the
Marsh
his
head.
shook
slightly
)f men, most of them In red shirts and kind of river merchandise and costly
en, offhand with men, almost as reckgeneral started with surprise and star-1 jlieloth helmets, nt a dead run with the freight—furniture that had voyaged
less as Crailey and often the letter's
incredulously. That Cralley should
the long
companion and assistant in dissipa- «hake his head! If the signal had been lose cart, a second with the hand en- from New England down
the third dragging the ladder coast, across the Mexican gulf, through
ïine,
tion. Young Francis Chenoweth never
for a church meeting they might have
tvagon. One man was riding, a tall, the flat delta and had made the wind{ailed to follow both into whatever
and
was
short
itraight gentleman in evening clothes ing Journey up the great river a thouIle
pink,
they planned.
conduct was surprising
md without a hat who stood precarl- sand miles and almost a thousand
and the uptilt of his nose was coherent
two other people at about the same
more, following the greater and lesser
with the appealing earnestuess which
Fanchon
I
and
time-Tom Vanrevel
tributaries; cloth from Connecticut that
was habitual with him.
Eugene MaBareaud; the former by his sudden dehad been sold In Philadelphia, then
drillon was the sixth of these intimates,
votion to the law; the latter by hie
carried over mountains und through
a dark man, whose Latin eyes and colsudden devotion to herself. In a breath
forests by eteam. by canal, by stage
or advertised his French ancestry as
he became almost a domestic characand six mule freight wagons to Pittsplainly as his emotionless mouth and
burg. down the Ohio and thence up to
laek of gesture betrayed the mingling
than
I
Mlss Bareaud was even happier
Rouen on the packet; Tennessee cotton,
of another strain.
and she ^ as
she was astonished
on its way to Massachusetts and Khode
All these and others of the town
mightily astonished—to find her beIsland spindles, lay there beside huge
were wont to "talk politics" a great
trothed developing a taste for her soW»
U1VUUUO
υΐ
ileal at the little club 011 Main street,
ciety alone. Formerly ehe had counted
to be fed to the Rouen mill;
ready
of
Tom
to
fall
foul
and all were apt
upon the gayeties of her home to keep
dates and nuts from the Caribbean sea,
Yanrevel or Crailey Gray before the
Cralley near her; now. however,
lemons from groves of the faraway
end of any diseusslon. For those were told her
to
have
her
he
wished
teuderly
tropics, cigars from the Antilles, tothe days when they twisted the lion's all to himself. This was not like him,
bacco from Virginia and Kentucky;
tail in vehement and bitter earnest, but Fauchon did not
question.
I
most precious of all, the great granary
when the eagle sereamed in mixed figThe Bareaud houee was the most
of tbe farmers' wheat from the level
ures, when few men knew how to talk
hospitable In Rouen. Mrs. Bareaud, a
fields at home; and all the rich stores
and many orated, when party strife southerner,
loving to persuade the visand the houses that held them, as well
was savagely personal, when tolerance
itor that her home was his, not hers,
as the wharfs upon which they had
was callcd the "pure fire of patriotlived only for her art.
been landed and the steamers that
ism," when criticism of the existing of the table. Mr. Bareaud at lift} had
brought then» up the Rouen river, beorder of tliiugs surely incurred flery lived so well that he gave up walking,
longed to Robert Oarewe.
mathema and black invective, and which did not trouble him, but at sixty
That It was her father's property
who
to
dared
brave was he, indeed,
he gave up dancing, which did trouble
which was imperiled attested to the
hint tha his country as a whole and him. His
only hope, he declared, was
justification of Miss Betty In running
polltlcall> did lack some two or three In Cralley Gray's promise to Invent for
to a tire, and as she followed the crowd
particular virtues and that the first him a concave partner.
Into Main street she felt a not unpleasMic was going to the fire.
them
would
be
toward
obtaining
step
There was a thin, quizzing shank of
ant proprietary Interest In the specto help it to realize their absence.
λ son. Jefferson, who lived upon quitacle.
Very opposite sensations anian
anlu
ho;e
c.i.t
lu
the
of
view
was
of
that
calling
latter
lusiy
This
point
mated the breast of the man with the
Une. ague and deviltry, and there were
a
b:-a::cn
j
tone
which
trumpet,
through
the firm of Gray & Yanrevel,
îoyeU
who was more acutely conihe two daughters, Fauchon and Mrdiss Hetty recoguizcd him at once. It trumpet,
was a unit iu such matters.
Crailey
The latter was three years oldscious
than
L'inia
any other that· these were
vas he who caught her kitten, and she
did most of the talking, quite beautlthan Fauchon, as dark as Fauchon
Robert ('arewe's possessions which
, bought that if she had been Fanchon
was fair, though not nearly so
were burning so haudsomely. Nor was
iareaud she must have screamed a
he the only one among the firemen who
α small, good natured, romping sprite
for bis balance appeared a
varning,
3f a girl who had handed down the (
grouud his teeth over the folly of the
hlng of were luck, aud If he fell he
ueart and hand of Cralley Gray to b«r
juiformj, for now they could plnlnly
vould be trampled under foot and
sister with the best grace In the world
see the ruin being wrought, the devj trobably run over by the engine. But
l or she had been the heroine of oue of
The two uppet
, lappily, she remembered, she was not astation threatened.
Mr Gray's half dozen or so most serlstories of the southernmost warehouse
•"auction Bareaud.
ous affairs, and after a furious rivalry
Before, behind and beside the depart- bad swathed themselves in one great
with Mr. Carewe the victory was genflame, the building next on the north,
, nent raced a throng of boys, wild with
orally conceded to Cralley. His tri- 1 he Joy experienced by their species also of frame, was smoking heavily,
arnph had been of about a fortnight β I, k-heu property Is being handsomely de- and there was a wind from the southluration when Fauchon returned from ,
troyed. After them came punting wo- west which, continuing with the tire
St Mary's, and with the advent of the I
uncheckcd, threatened the town itself.
□en. holding their sides and gasping
rounger sister the elder, who had de- , vlth the effort to keep up with the fly- There was work for the volunteer bri;ided that Cralley was the incompara- j
gade that night.
ug procession.
lie she had dreamed of since Infancy, I Miss
They came down Main street with a
Betty trembled, for she had nevI
to
discover
allowed
was generously
( r seen the like In her life. She stood
rush, the figure of their chief swaying
I
she
that
that he was not that vision;
over them on his high perch, while
lose to the hedge and let them go by.
lad fallen in love with her own Idea ^ "hen she turned in after them and ran
their shouting was drowned In the
jf hhn, whereas Fauchon eared on y I t ke a lleet
louder roar of greeting from the crowd
young deer. She was going
that he be Cralley Gray.
iuto which they plunged as a diver Into
t othe Are.
To be In love with Cralley became
the water, swirls and eddies of jHiople
Over ali the uproar could be heard
Fanchon's vocation. She spent all her
he angry voice through the trumpet
marking the wake. A moment later a
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It id regrettaDie mai ho many iarmcrs
f ave ceased to cure their own méat*
Street.
Congres·
j68
nd are depending, just like us pi>or
MAINE.
PORTLAND.
Bin Measurements.
ity folk·, on packiog-houoe productκ,
cubic
of
To measure corn find number
rritea "Urban." in an exchange. Ie it
and
9
I eet in crib, tbeo multiply by
ossible that we are threatened with the
( livide by 20, which gives the amount in
alamity of seeing the conntry-currd
>ushels. To determine amount of shellam aod bacon go out of fashion, and
id corn to be obtained from crib of corn
e added to the list of lost arts? Heaven
η ear find cubic feet of corn, divide by
itrbid! Some ye.»rs ago, all farmers had
I, and the product will be the number
heir smoke house, and raised and cured
if bushel· of shelled corn, as two cubic
heir own meat. In those blessed d »y*,
eet of corn if sound and dry will proobody had heard of the "eared-whileluce one bushel of shelled corn.
abomination of this age, but
ou-wait"
To And the number of bushels of
ow it is hard to get the old-time luxutpples, potatoes, etc., in a bin multiply iea anywhere.
be length, breadth and thickness together and this product b.v 8 and point
I do not know when anything has
•ff one figure in the product for deoiiven m·» as muob pleasure as the annals.—Iowa State Register and Farmer.
ouncement that plan· are well under
to tun a "better farming special"
ray
Fertilizing Ingredients is Bran.
ver the line· of the Boston and Maine
GImsm. Cask or Credit. Satisfaction OaarWheat bran is excellent feed for all allroad. Having been born and lived in
utMd. Ejrit Tested Free.
'arm animals, and at the same time has he weet, I know the great benfits the
ligb fertilising properties. A ton of orn specials and other similar interest*
NO]
I have
>ran has in it 50 pounds of nitrogen,
ave doée for those region·.
vorth 16 cents per pound; it has 53 toped we could do aomething in Maine
32
and
boat this matter and am very glad you
>ounds of phosphoric acid,
rounds of potash—all worth as a fertili- tave started the wedge.—Prof. W. D.
animals
the
After
ser about 911.00.
lard in New England Homeetead..
All kinds of Pulp Wood the comlave absorbed the flesh-forming prining year. Correspondence solicited. ciples of the bran, most of the fertilisIn an asparagus test the application
la· it. Grow if salt was found to increase the crop
H. D. COLE,
ing ingredients are yet
vheat and take home all the bran for 3.6 per oent and the growth was vigPond, Me.
troua with good color all rammer.
itook la one way to make a farm rioh.

DR. PARMENTER

The Two Vanrevels

more pure blood cattle brought
average up. Nor has the expend
cattle been as high as last
common
t ipon
over
j ear, yet paying for testing some
3 00 pure blood cattle has brought the
a verage expense per animal up 16 cents
Suiiy terrible chords on summer evenings.
The number of pure
r lore than in '04.
and bolli had to stand against
) >lood.cattle condemned and appraised in fully, too,
for
1 » was
86, and there were 22 destroyed odds lu many a sou:· argument,
t hat were not eligible to an appraisal by they were not ouly abulitlouists. but opr ot being in the state long enough to
posed the attitude of their eouutry lu
j ermit it. There were 707 cattle and its difficulty with Mexico, uud, iu comin
and
'05, mon will other men of the time who
f orses condemned
destroyed
The
a gainst 173 in '03 and 526 in '04.
took their stand, they had to grow acc attle coat including all expenses upon
called disloyal traia η
each, against customed to being
average of 135 25
and
g 33 98 in '04, or $1.27 more than in '04. tors. foreign to.u'.ies, umllguauts
] t cost to condemn and destroy includ- traducers of the Hag. Tom had long
; ig all expenses 912.07 each. The own· been u.-ed to epithets of this sort, sufe rs received in '05 the average sum of feriug thci:· sting in quiet, aud was
3 23 18 as against 122.07 in *04, an addi- glad when !.e could keep Crailey out of
t ton of fi ll.
worse empio. luent than standing firm
for an unpopular belief.
Exerc be.
There was one place to which VanThis is most essential for cattle in winrevel.
seeking his friend and partner
t sr, when we have to house them nearly
when the latter did not come home ut
ix months of the year, in this cold cliulght, could not go. This was the towiate of Maine.
They should have a little outdoor ex· or chamber, and it was iu that 'mysterircise every day, from one-half hour to ous apartment-of the Carewe cupolu
ne hour, the time depending on the that Crailey was apt to be deeply occuoodition of the weather. Tney must pled v.iiL'U he remained away until
ot be turned ont on a cold day and
daylight. Strange as it appears, Mr.
llowed to stay out until they are thorGray maintained peculiar relations of
chilled.
ughly
with ltobert Carewe iu spite
Cattle that exercise every day will be intimacy
and his
lucb healthier, and stronger in every of the feud between Carewe
^ ray.
It does growing stock a great invu best frieud. This Intimacy, which
eal of good to get out and run and fill did not necessarily Imply any mutual
tie lungs to the full capacity, and ut-e fondness, though Crailey seemed to
heir muscle·, and rub and scratch dislike nobody, was betokened by a
rhen they are shedding their hair. If furtive understanding of a sort bewas attended to, we would not
t bis
tween them. They held brief, earnest
ave so much tuberculosis in this state.
on the street or In corOutdoor exercise will improve all con- conversations
and insure ners when they met at other people's
c itions for breeding stock
in voices too
hrifty offspring, and cows will do bet- bouses, always speaking
It Is natural for low to be overheard, and they exercised
t sr work after calving.
attle to rove aroynd, and if any one a mysterious symbolism, somewhat in
all winter
^ rho keeps animals tied up
the manner of fellow members of a
ouhts the enjoyment of getting out and
They had been t>bsecret society.
the animal's
f xercising. let him take
eerved to communicate across crowded
lace in the stall for one day only.
lifted eyebrow, nod of head
Ixercise in pure air is the best known rooms by
emedy for ailments for man or beast.

trojing

s
t be

lûe western sky was touched with a
■oft rose color, which quickly became a
warm glow-, fluctuating, and in the
Instant shot up like the coming of a
full aurora. Then through the broken
foliage of the treetops could be seen
the orange curls of flame, three-quarters of a mile away though they were.

=9 0=

CONSTANT DIET

Your steer, I think, had one form of
the so-called cornstalk disease, so prevalent in your state and in some others. I
know of no remedy for this other than
for the corn growing states to abandon
somo uf their old-time customs in feeding their cattle microbes and spores on
vegetation and dried up, frostbitten
cornstalks to rasp the digestive tract,
thus furnishing plenty of opportunity
for germs to infest, even when the dry
bowels.
cornstalk don't impact the
Your treatment was all right, but had
you put jour stalks in a silo and fed
tliem as silage, with some hay and wheat
bran or linseed meal, the losses that yon
iustaincd would not have occurred. It
is reports of scouring cattle, impacted
manifolds, gastric fever and kindred
iiseasen that every year we look for
from Southern New Jersey, Southern
Pennsylvania, Ohio, Indiana, Illinois
»nd Iowa. All can safely be called cornstalk effects. When it is not the tearing
»f the internals with the dry stalk it is
:he germs in the mouldy, shredded fodier. I don't know when these con·
"It was father's
litions will cease.
practice, and I can't abandon it," seems
:o be the prevailing excuse.
It seems to be impossible for us to uu·
earn the things taught us in our youth
which were erroneous. We are much
ike the fellow, who through carelesshis cattle. When the
jess was losing
lired man came Id and told him another
he
1 low waa dead,
rolled over in bed and
laid: "Well, John,
bury her." An
1 lour later the man came in and said:
'Another cow is dead." The answer
The wife,
*as the same, "Bury her."
' teing more spirited, said: "Why don't
) roil get out and go to doing something?"
! ihortly after the man came for the third
1 ime and reported another cow dead,
this is a
] vhen the wife said: "John,
j udgment of God resting upon you for
; rour sinfulness and lack of energy in
To this threat
< aring for your cattle."
fohn turned and said: "Don't you realI ze, if the Lord has any judgments against
ι ne, that I can pay them off in cows
< lasier than any other way?" I am sorry
< ο say there is by far too much of John's
I ogic being used in animal management
The Lord doesn't
1 hroughout the land.
I told many judgments against the farmer
1 rho
studies diligently to so feed and
we for his animals that
they will not
1 >e sick. Now please don't consider this
slap at you. It is not so intended at
1 >11.
You ask advice and I give it to
1 rou.
Manage in your feeding so as to
abandon the cornstalk disease.—C. D.
imead in Tribune Parmer.

ι
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WHEN TIIEY ARE LOW.

'urdjs.

Entirely new process. any »lae and
variety of design. Costa less and will

outwear any rug made.
Call and see sample or send for booklet

HKHIND

Fickle-Minded Farmers.

Peeled Pulp Wood, Spruce, Fir, Hemlock and Poplar, delivered on cars at
any R. R. Station from Powual to Bethel,
the coming year.
E. W. PEN LET, West Paris.
J. M. DAY, Bryant's Pond.
May 30, 1904.

A

J. 8., Kankakee, III.: Please tell me
what ailed my two-year-old steer, which'
was la good condition.
On Tuesday
morning we noticed that he was walkas
it
We
ing
dizzy.
put him in the
barn; where we gave him about a quart
of raw linseed oil, which did not help
him any. Then we gave him a pound
and a half of epsom salts, which did not
help. Then we gave another quart of
raw linseed oil, which did not move his
bowels. He had high fever twice, and
at last could not get up.
He drank a
little water but did not eat. He died
Thursday afternoon. Examining him
we found his bowels to be all right, but
his liver aod lungs were covered with
blood. His feed was cornstalks, in the
field, in good weather, and straw and
shredded fodder when it was stormy.
He had good water to drink, and got all
ι he salt he needed.
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March,

beet time (or
everything—that is, a time when a
thing can be done to the best ad·
rentage, most easily and most effeotively. Now is the best time
(or purifying your blood. Why?
Because your system is now trying
to parity it—you know this by the
pimples and other eruptions that
have oome on your (ace and body.
a

Hood's

Sarsaparllla

II

il mi

i»iuuutvu

(1

MIUIICU

VI

He was rather radical In his literary
preferences and hurt the elder Cbenoiveth's feelings by laughing heartily at
some poems of the late Lord Byron,
)ffeuded many people by disliking the
style of Sir Edward Buhver and even
•efused to admit that James Fen i in ore
hooper was the greatest novelist that

lived. But these things were as
lothiug compared with hie unpatriotic
lefense of Charles Dickens.
Many
imerlcans had fallen Into a great rage
>ver

the vivacious assault upon the
[Jnited States in "Martin Chuzzlewlt."
Nevertheless Cralley still boldly hailed
ilm, as every one had heretofore
ι greed, the most dexterous writer of
1 lis day and the most notable humorist
>f any day. Of course the Englishman
I lad not visited and thoroughly studied
such a city as Rouen, Cralley confessed twlukllngly; but, after all,
wasn't there some truth in "Martin
Ifhuzzlewlt?" Mr. Dickens might have
jeeu far from a clear understanding of
>ur people, but didn't it argue a pretty
ilckllsh vanity In ourselves that we
«•ere so fiercely resentful of satire, and
«•as not tills very heat over "Martin
>vcr

confirmation of one of
ι iie points the* book had presented
igainst us? General Trumble «replied
:o this suggestion with a personal one
:o the effect that a man capable of say| ng a good word for so monstrous à
, lander—that a man, sir, capable of de;larlng his native couutry to be vain
»r sensitive, ought to be horsewhipped,
tnd at this Cralley laughed consum·

ûhuzzlewit"

a

Trumble retorted with the names of
îeuedict Arnold and Aaron Burr.
'And If It conies to a war with these
freasers," he spluttered apoplectlcally,
1
'and It Is coming, mighty soon, we'll
ι ind Mr. Gray down In Mexico throw< ng mud on the stars and stripes and
1
îheerlng for that one legged horse
liief, Santa Anna! Anything to seek
1

Are the medicines to take—they do
the work thoroughly and agreeably
and never fail to do It.
Hood's are the medicine· you
hare always heard reoommended.
I cannot rMMBmead Mwd'a SarjapartH»

SvcivBkw

to

>ut something foolish among your own

1 icople!"
"Don't have to seek far sometime·,
reneral," murmured Cralley from the
leptlis of the best chair In the club,
Thereupon Trumble, not trusting hlm1 telf to answer, went out to the street

j

11

;

whom she most loved of all
the world, when the bella
startled her with their sudden clangor.
L'lie quill dropped from her hand, she
started to her feet, wide eyed, not understanding, while the whole town,
lrowsing peacefully a moment ago, refunded Immediately with a loud con*
fusion. She ran to the front door and
ooked oat, her heart

beating wlklly.

ailing the turns of the streets to the
In vain, upbraiding them and

□en

liosc of llie other two companies
arliaûv. and few of his hearers denied
lie ch ef liis right to express some char!n. s-'n-e the department, organized α
alf year, hard drilled and this its llrst
re worth the name, was late on ac*
ouut of the refusal of the members to
love until they had donned their new
uifori^s, for the uuiforms had arrived
rom Philadelphia two months ago, and
anight of:ered the first opportunity to

im-

isp.ay tlieni in public.

j

jnpmlsfyni soil
Impoverished soil,

t
<·

like

rished blood, needs

îrtilizer.

A chemist

ng the soil
[ îrtilizer to
1

a

impov-

proper

by analyz-

tell you what
use for different

can

[ iroducts.

If your blood is impoverished
doctor will tell you what
ou need to fertilize it and give
b the rich, red corpuscles that
our

lacking in it.

re

It may be you

tonic, but more likely you
eed a concentrated fat food,
ml

r

ml

j

ι

a

fat is the element

your

system.

There is

easily

pο

I ited
<
*

lacking

fat food that is
digested and asHimino

as

Scott's Emulsion
>f Cod Liver Oil

It will nourish and strengthen
body when milk and cream
f til to do it. Scott's Emulsion
he

the same; always
and
nlatable
always beneficial
[

ji
λ

always

ι*here the

body

is wasting from

cause, either
adults.

nv
ι r

We will Msad you β

CHAPTER V.
ISS CAREWE was at her desk,
writlug to Sister Cecilia,

and Pills

H°ed|e l^t^taprsinleM

ill

Xor was she
feet upon strangers.
ilone iu suspecting Mr. Gray of genIn the first place, lie was so o<ld;
us.
η the second, bis poems were "already
lttractiug more tlian local attention,"
is the Journal remarked generously,
for Cralley bad ceased to present bis
rhymes to that valuable paper. Aye,
Boston no less was his mart.

idly.

April, May
doing

There is

LiUIl?

Pret^·

in children

utopie free.

Be earn that this
ture in the form of a
label in on the wrapper
of every bottle of Kmaleion you buy.

pic-

^

SCOTT ft BOWHE
CHEMISTS

il! toil St., lew Tilt
50c. and $1.00.
All Druggie ta.

Even there her cheeks were uncomand sometimes she hud to
brush a spark from her shoulder,
though she was too much excited to
mind this. She was watching the beautiful fiery furnace between the north
wall of the burning warehouse anJ the
south wall of its neighbor, the fifty feet
brilliant aud misty with vaporous rose
color, dotted with the myriad red siars,
her eyes shining with the reflection of
their fierce beauty. She saw how the
vapors moved there, like men walking
In fire, aud she was vuguely recalling
Shudrach, Meshach and Abed-uego,
when over the silhouetted heads of the
crowd before her u long black ladder
rose, wabbled, tilted crazily, then lamely advanced ami ranged itself against
the south wall of the second warehouse, its top rung striking ten feet
short of the taves. She hoped that no
one had any notion of mountiug that
ladder.
A figure nppeared upon It immeiliately, that of α gentleman, bareheaded
and In evening dress, with a brass
trumpet swinging from a cord about
his shoulders. The noise grew less, tho
shouting dlinl away, und the crowd became almo*t silent as the figure, climbing slowly, drew up above their beads.
Two or three rungs beneath came α
second, α man in helmet uml uniform.
The clothes of both men, drenehed by
the bueketcers, clung to them, steaming. As the second figure mountcl α
third appeared, but this was the last,
for the ladder was frail and sagged toward the smoking wall with the weight
of the three.
The chief, three-fourths of tlio way to
the top. shouted «lown u stitivnl command, and a short grappling lad»Uir.
fitted at ouo euil with a pair of spiked
Iron hooks, was passed to him. Then he
toiled upward until his feet rested on
the third rung from the top. ITero he
turned, setting his back to the wall,
lifted the grappling ladder high over
his head so that It rested against the
eaves above hiiu and brought it down

fortably hot,

»barpl>. fastening the s/d:ed

ϋοο^ ί°

As the eaves projected full>
tliree feet, this left the grappling ladder hanging that distance oui frou» the
the root

wall, its lowest rung a little above the
level of the chiefs shoulders.
Miss Betty drew iu her breath with
α little choked cry. There was a small
terraced bill of piled up packing boxes
near her. possession of which had been
taken by a company of raggamutllnlsh
boys, and she found herself standing on
the highest box and sharing the summit with these questionable youths, almost with jut noting her action lu
mounting thither, so strained was he
concentration of her attention upon the
figure high up in the rose glow against
the warehouse wall. The man. surely,
.urelv, was not going to trust himself

|

upward,

^

Europe.

Hits littie gecko has so uiauy strange
ways and there Is something so uncanny in his appearance that the people of the countries where he lives are
rather afraid of him, believing his bite
to be poisonous, although this Is de-

Vi"

Zt Vway.

VI

u··»»^

and boys who rau with tbe machines,
but who bad no plait iu tlu»!r operatlou, being the bucket brigade, bad
formed a Hue aud were throwing large
pails of water iu tbe geueral direction
of tbe southernmost warehouse, which
it was now Impossible to save, while
tbe gentlemen of the hook aud ladder
company, abaudoulug their wagons
and armed with axes, heroically assaulted tbe big door of the granary,
tbe second building, whence they were
driven by the exasperated chief, wbo
informed them tbat tbe only way to
save tbe wheat was to save tbe building. Crailey Gray, one of tbe Iterated
axmeu, remained by tbe shattered door
after the others bad gone and, struck
by a sudileu thought, set bis baud upon the Iron latcb and opened tbe door
by tbls simple process. It was not
locked.
Crailey leaned against tbe
casement and laughed with his whole
soul aud boil y.

Meanwhile, by dint of shouting in
meu'e ears when near them, through
the trumpet when distant, tearing axes
from their bauds, imperiously gesticulating .to sul>ordiuate commanders aud
lingering in no one spot for more than
a second, Mr. Vanrevel reduced bis
forces to a semblance of order in a remarkably short time, considering tbe
confusion into which tbey bad fallen.
The space between tbe burufng warehouse and tbat next it was not more
than fifty feet in width, but fifty feet
so hot 110 one took thought of entering
there, au area as discomfiting in appearance as it was beautiful with the
thick rain of sparks and firebrands
But tbe chief bad
that fell upon it
decided that this epace must be occupied and, more, must be held, since It
was the only point of defense for the
second warehouse. Tbe roof of this
building would burn, which would
mean tbe destruction of the warehouse,
unless It could be mounted, because
the streams of water could not play
upon it from the ground nor from tbe
ladders do much more than wet the
projecting eaves. It was a gable roof,
the eaves twenty feet lower on the
south side than on tbe north, where the
ladders could not hope to reach. Vanrevel swung bis line of bucketeers

seemed particularly conscions of the pertinence of her remark.
He removed the garment with alaetitj.
water
and for the lack of the
began to use it as a flail upon the fir
brands and little flames about him.
the sheer desperate best of a ma
what ho could whoo otlMC·
railed him. Showers of «park, fel
upon him. The smoke was rising ev-

tardy,

S.|

Housekeepers
have been vexed when
using cream of tartar
and soda to find their
work uneven. If sometimes good, at others
the biscuit and cake

will be heavy or sour or
full of lumps of soda
that set the teeth on
edge. Flour, eggs and
This is

butter wasted.

cream

of

adulterated

or

because the
tartar is

cannot be used in the
proper

proportions.

Food always sweet
and light can be assured only by the use
of Royat Baking Powder exclusively.

is

Royal

absolutely pure and

healthful and does even
work at every baking.
MYM.

nua— rcmOÊM

co..

mw too».

tion. were attributed to the supernatural Influence and the general disposition to sti|M*rstitioi:s assumption was
strengthened on the one hand by dogmatic animation on the part of the
Church of the existence of a personal

Queer Animal TliHt Live· In Afrlr·
nud Southern Europe.
Tlic» gin·!;.) i< au cxlil little creature.
His name is seldom heard, ami his
form is seldom seen, for he lives in
Africa ami the southern countries of

ordinary
and
on the spot a species of riot which put knowing she had spoken aloud,
the engine out of its sphere of useful- Mr Vanrevel. more than a hundred
un;

of Knout.

A

pair

UJCUUllUiC

(-ONTDTOCD.)

THE ODD LITTLE GECKO.

hrooMj
oï^.m-rs1^^

UiU

over the assault of the axes.
His situation had not much the advantage of that of the chief. His red
Shirt might have been set with orange
Jewels, so studded It was with the Hying sparks, and. a large brand dropping upon his helmet, he threw tip bis
hand to dislodge it and lost the helmet.
The great light fell upon his fair hair
and smiling face, and it was then that
Miss Betty recognized the Incroyable
of her garden.

kling

Satan, with his numerous household,
and, on the other band, by Incorporating the magic arts among the practical
sciences, of which astrology and alchemy occupied 1.0 mean part.

^

1U

grappling ladder. Ile was a ira id,
exceedingly afraid, tboti^li that was not
why he waited, and he was still chuc-

was. η » doubt, a man of great iu'.eliectual powers, lie was the father of the
It is also reschool of the (inostics.
ported of hltn that he could make himself Invisible, that he could pass
through tînmes unharmed, could transpose matter, make gold and exorcise
demons—in fact, lie laid claim to all
these i> iwers. and his name lived in the
mouths of the people as a sort of demiurge through many centuries until some
other miracle working personality took
his place at the popular tlre-ide. Γηusual accomplishments, great erudi-

showed the ladder fun a ml
that at first tlmre was; an Instant when thv«y thought
section of the roof of the burning warefallen, but. as the stn »ke cletred. t.teit
house fell in with a sonorous and reverwas the tall t'.gure on
berating crash.
It was an agile and a «1. rluK th u« w
The engine company ran the force
and the man who did it was in.
do.
pump ol.t to the eud of one of the lowlly applauded. The chei. Hr.
er wharfs, two lines of pipe were athim however, for he was trying to
the
mouuted
of
men
tached, two rows
make them understand below v.hat
planks for the pumpers and at the word
of command began the up and down of taoueOH-mitor wwiio ......
the hand machine with admirable vim. the lines directi}. and »
...
Nothing happeued; the water did not should be done to the
tne
come; something appeared to be wrong ed things t'.iat -Mild have bl mwith the mechanism. As every one felt cheek of tlif* most Inventive Spanish lnthe crucial need of haste, nothing could
mane
get·.»mie us u
have been more natural than that all
the members of the engine company a person within whispei-ing distanecv
χ
should simultaneously endeavor to re- "Your coat is on lire, she
conversational tone without
the defect. Therefore ensued up-

ness.

He tuning himself nut Into the air
to the

history of the apostles.
According to Justin, he was a native
He
of fiittou, a village in Samaria.

Sm out ,1, «ether, a;.·I. «-;»

^lMisePt*erty

mew- s.r.-mvwmnaMmïm

the· Sl»r>

^Γΐιο

so

'Ζ 7

AlnuKJt every renowned ι»ι:·ιι <»f antiquity ill tile middle ag.'S* was believed
to be attended by a spiritus famili.tris
and not a few were suspected <;f h ,,ig
In direct league with the devil. I "ratably the oldest legend of which the
Faust legend Is a continuous thread Is
that of Simon Magus, mentioned in the

I1"'"·

lv

^

(be l.rKrud Krorn Which Win Dor·

the bells rang'.
But the roof was to be mounted or
Robert Carewe's property lost.
ready Utile liâmes were «laiic-lsi„ I
from the shingles, where
had failt-n. their uutnbor mere^.ng
with each second. So Vanreve raised

empty.

r

SiMON MAGUS.

ever

Sent

ture of α Xerxes ineffectually lashiug
the sen. They were calling to him imploringly to come down, in heaven'·
name to come down!
The second man had followed to the
top of the ladder against the wail, and
there be paused, waiting to pass up the
line of hose when the word should come
that the force pump had been repaired,
but the people thought that be waited
because be was afraid to trust himself

(TO etc

to that bit of wooden web bunging
from the roof! Where was Miss liareaud that she permitted It? Ah. if
Petty had been I'anchon. and mad woman enough to have accepted this madman, she would have compelled him to
come down at once, and thereafter
would lock him up in the house when-

bis arms, took a hard g'.lp «·!"'
lowest rung of the
iron
rhe Iron
and tried It with his we ght.
hooks bit deeper Into the roof. tin >
held. lie swung himself out intothe
ulr with nothing beneat.i him. eui.„ .1
the rung under his knee, and for a mobung there, while the crow 1 w ithheld from breathing. Γ.-en a
smoke swirling that way maut 11 .. the
mere ghostly nucleus of Itself, blotted

ery where from tlie roof uuu tue walls
below aud, growing denser and denser,
shrouded him iu heavy veils, so that as
be ran hither and tbitber, now risible,
now unseen, stamping and beating and
sweeping n\v:iy the brands that fell, be
seemed but the red and ghostly carica-

|

nied by naturalists.
He Is a little creature, with a broad,
Hat head, like a snake, ami a long
hotly, with a narrow tail, with odd
shaped bits of skin arranged like seal·
lie has
lops along the sides of it.
short legs and queer, catlike claws,
which enable him to easily climb the
old walls and rocks upon which he
lives, catching the Insects of various
sorts which make his dinner.
He. is a nocturnal animal, walking
abroad at night and sleeping iu the
su tden
He moves with
daytime.
rushes and without any no!ne whatHis odd naine was given him
ever.
from the queer noise he makes, which
Is something like the noise you would
make to start a horse with. The male
gecko is of a gray color, so near the
shade of the old walls ami rock·
among which he makes his home that
be can

barely

be seen.

Chlneae Children.
The education of their children Is â
matter of no small Interest to the afThey
fectionate Chinese mothers.
watch the little oue from the day he is
Let
born, to note superstitious sigus.
him cry lustily, and be will live long,
say the old granules. If be teeths or
walks too soon he will grow up unlovable in disposition. At first the little Chinese are not very attractive ob-

a scaly appeardue to the custom of not washing them lest they catch cold. A mouth
after his birth the boy's head is shaved.
A great feast is prepared and celebrated, the child now receivlug his "milk
When he entera school bis
name."
name Is changed, as It is once mora

jects, presenting rather
ance,

when he receives Ills

degree.—Pilgrim.

The l'ox Rud the Grape·.
Every schoolboy knows that the fable of the fox and the sour grapes Is
Inaccurate from a natural history point
of view, says a Loudon newspaper,
and, as u mal. every schoolboy Is
wrong. An eminent Oxford professor
on bearing 'lie point discussed the oth-

day actJally brought some grapes
and then went to the zoo, wbere he
tried them on a fox who ate them

er

greedily!
The

Bookkeeper Not Behind.

Asker—They tell me that th·
bookkeeper of your Arm is behind Id
Mr.

bis account·. I· that so? Mr. Taaker
He came out ahead.
—Far from it.

It's the company that*· behind.

B8TABUSHKD 1883.
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WMt Parte.
The ladie· Of the Methodist Episcopal
Church Aid held their annual baiiueea
THE DOINQS OF THE WEEK IN ALL meeting at the honee of Mr·. Emily L.
Emmons Tuesday afternoon of last week,
SECTIONS OF THE COUNTY.
Feb. 27. The officers elected for the

THE OXFORD BEABS

OUTH PARIS, MAINE, MAR. 6, 190β.

oomlng year

Puis HilL

Π m BaptlM Church, Rev. K. O. Tijlor, putor
Preaching every Sunday at 10:45 A. M. Sunday
Sabbath Evening Service at
School at 12 M.
EdHw· ud Pf^rMwi.
7 JO r. M. T. P. S. c. K. Tuevlav evening.
Prayer Meeting Thursday evening at 7Λ. CoveA. K. roiUI.
UBOBQS M. ATWOOD.
nant Meeting the laat Frl'iav oefore the In
Sunday of the month at 2 30 r. M. All not
otherwise connected are cordially InvitedI'nlversaltM Church.
Sunday School every
In
advance.
If
a
strictly
JO
Tsui· :—$1
year
paid
M.
Otherwise $3.00 a year. Single copie· 4 cent*. Sunday at 10:45 a.

atwood

a

Forbes,

AmBMORl:- All legal advertisement·
Mise Ruth I. Stearns went Thursday
are jftven three con*eotlve Insertions tor $1.50
few weeks
contract· to Massachusetts to spend a
of
column.
In
inch
Special
length
per
made with local, transient and yearly advertis- with relatives.
er».
Notwithstanding the cold windy night
New type, fast preaee·, steam there was a good number out to the
Job PRUTCte
A
power, experienced workmen and low prices Baptist circle last Tuesday evening.
combine to make this department of our boalgood supper consisting of baked beans
neea complete and popular.
and pastry was well served by a committee of men. After supper Poxy
Coming Event*.
Grandpa was present and not only entertained the children but the older ones
March β.—Oxford Pomona Uraa«e. West Parle. teemed to enjoy the fun.
A pleasant
March «.—Annual me tlu* of South Parle Vilsocial evening was spent.
lage Coiworatlon
was
the masA very great success
March IS.—Supreme Judicial Coart, South Paris.
ball at Academy Hall Friday
querade
NKW Al>VKKTlSKMENTS.
masked
_

About thirty couples
and many of the costumes were fine. The
was led by a high-toned
march
grand

evening.

Coat» and Suite.
Clowlnx <>ut Sale of Pur Kobe».
Parol·! Roolln*
Try Me $2 00 Shoes.
German Λ ni»·ricin Insurance Co.
Hvomel Cure· » atarrh.
The Strenuous Life.
Appointment of Xdiulnlstratrix.
Parker's Hair Balsam.
Carl S Krtggs, Teacher of Violin.
Wanted.

colored couple direct from "Ole Virginny," who entertained the large audience
with characteristic coon capers.

Bryant's

Pond.

J. II. Davis and son were tapping trees
Feb. 24th and report a fair run of sap.
About twenty couples attended the pie
Hon. Geo. A. Wilson.
supper at Grange Hall Tuesday evening.
known
Allen Cole of Greenwood has rented
The town and county lost a well
an«i highly honored citizen in the death the bouse recently occupied by James
of Hon. Ge<>. A. Wilson at his home in Libby. He will be employed on the
South Taris, early Sunday morning, section, taking the place of E. ThompMarch 4. The end came rather sud- son.
Lewis Farnum is moving to the farm
denly, although Judge Wilson, who had
not been in robust health for some years, recently bought of George York.
was obliged to give up business some
Day Λ Billings have sold the Eleazer
weeks since, and had failed from that Billings farm to Η. E. Billings, reserving
the wood and timber.
time.
is suffering
Geo. L. Cushman, Esq
J udge Wilson was the son of Kev. Adam
Wilson, D. D., a former pastor of the much from a wound or bruise of one of
Paris Hill Baptist church, and was boru his tingers. It is so serious that he is
He was edu- now confined to his bed.
in Turner, July 21, 1842.
Will Maxtield, formerly a resident of
cated at Paris Hill Academy, Waterville Classical Institute, and graduated this place, is now conducting a ranch at
from Colby University in the class of Gypsum, Colorado.
The West Paris Minstrels, who enterIn the autumn following his
1862.
made
graduation he enlisted in Co. Β of the tained our people Monday evening,
Twenty-first Maine Regiment, and was a a favorable impression. The principal
the
corporal in that company until it was parts were well rendered and and
mustered out the next year. He was costumes were well got up, neat
one of the "folorn hop©" of three hun- tasty.
Mrs. Edith Bryant returned Monday
dred that volunteered to assault Port
from Lewiston, where she has been for
Hudson in the early days of the siege.
Returning to Waterville, he read law the winter.
One case of measles is reported in the
in the office of Hon. Reuben Foster, and
was admitted to the Kennebec bar in village, in the family of Charles Swan.
Enos Farnum is shipping dowel strips
1S64. In July, 1865, he opened a law
office in South Paris, where he has ever to the Norway Novelty Co.
James Gorman is moving from Amos
since remained, having a large practice.
He was never extensively engaged in the Bryant's back to Gorman Hill.
The spool factory birch mill will start
trial of cases, but had a high degree of
March 6th. Some *>00 cords of birch
legal learning and ability, and was a have
already been landed at the mill
trusted and valued counselor. Besides
his legal work he was engaged in several yard.
Woodstock town report, 1906:
other lines of

activity.

Soon after coming to Paris, he was
chosen town clerk, and served in that
capacity for many years. He was inchosen
1882.
representative to the legislature
and took high rank in that body. In
1884 he was appointed Judge of Probate
to fill a vacancy caused by the change
from annual to biennial elections. At
the election next following he was duly
elected to the position, and served continuously through several successive
was
terms, until 1897. In politics he
ai

ways

a

ncpuuntau.

Judge Wilson was active in the organization of South Paris Savings Bank in
serv1873, and was chos«n its treasurer,
On his
ing in that capacity until liMX). he
was
retirement from that position,
made one of the trustees, and served as
such until his death. After the passage
of the national bankruptcy law, he was
Oxappointed referee in bankruptcy foruntil
ford County, and held the position
obliged by failing health to resign a few
weeks since. He was for some time

president of the Paris Manufacturing
Co., and was active in the management
of the West Paris Manufacturing Co.
years ago.
In the town and the village Judge
Wilson was a public-spirited citizen, alenterways ready to assist in any worthy
in
prise, and taking an active interest
comanything which would benefit thewhich
One of the last services
some

munity.

#256 669.66
6,328.91

Tofrtl valuation,
Total tax committed,

Rate per cent of taxation.
Polls assessed.
Total value of live stock,
Overdrawn on poor account,
Overdrawn on town charges,
Overdrawn on miscellaneous
Unexpended on roads,
Resources Feb. 5, 1906,

Liabilities,

Vital stall-tics ending Feb.
Number of birth*.
Ν umber of marriages,
Number of deaths.

.042

orders,
1,1906:

16
10
15

has not left us in debt to
far as cold weather is concerned,
fur the last few days of the month has

February
as

been very cold.

On the 17th of February Paris Grange
visited our grange at West Paris, and
Hall.
some one left a inn9 at Grange
The owner can have same by writing to
AdField.
M.
F.
our secretary, Mrs.
dress West Paris, Me.
Edith Bradford bas been at home on a
vacation and has gone down to Farmington to visit her sister, Nina, who is attending school there.
Marcellus Littlehale came out of the
wood*, and is stopping with his brother,
A. D. Littlehale.
America Andrews and wife visited
John G. Crawford a few days ago.
Win. E. Curtis and wife visited at
America Andrews' on Feb. 28.
The traveling seems to be a mixture ol
sleighing and wheeling, some using
sleighs and others going with wagons.
John Butterfield lost a nice cow a few

he rendered the town was as a member
of the building committee on tbe high
school building, whose work was commended by all.
days ago.
Soon after beginning the piactice of
East Sumner.
law here in 1S6.">, Judge Wilson married
Miss Annie L. Blake of Belgrade. She
The teamsters say that the last day of
children,
two
their
do
as
survives him,
February was the most uncomfortable
Madge, wife of Walter L. Gray, who has day for them for the winter. It seemed
been hie partner for several years, and to be what was left over from the blizGeorge A. Wilson, Jr., who has a posi- zard of twenty years ago, warmed over.
tion with the New England Telephone
Prof. Bateman of the Lewiston JourCo.
nal came up and got warmed up by our
of
master
Judge Wilson was a past
tire and helped devour our last dead
Paris Lodge. P. and A. M., and a mem- chicken. It was too cold to visit some
of
R.
A.
M.,
ber of Oriental Chapter,
of our farmers as he wished to do, so
Bridgton, and of Portland Conimandery, we staid in aud swapped a few items.
Κ. T. He was a past grand of Mount He will try it again when there is not so
Mica Lodge. Ι. 0. O. F., a past chancel- much danger of losiug his bat. As we
lor of Hamlin Lodge, K. of P., and a had no wind gauge we hung out our old
Kimball
Poet,
member of Wm. K.
steelyards and they indicated the wind
G. A. R.
as blowing at 97 miles and β ounces per
ConThe funeral will be held at the
hour. We saw and participated in a few
gregational church at 1 p. n. Tuesday, races in which the premiums were old
of
Paris
of
Lodge
and will be in charge
hats. We won.
Masons.
Hiram.
tien. Β. Β. Murray.
On Feb. 24th. some of the citizens
Gen. Benjamin Bixby Murray died at came to the
Republican caucus on
his home at Calais Thursday, at the age wheels. The average depth of snow in
of 76 years. Gen. Murray, who has oc- the woods is about six inches.
cupied a position of considerable imMrs. Silas B. Durgin is iu quite poor
portance in state and uational affairs, health.
He
was a native of the towu of Norway.
Mrs. Weston Wadsworth is improving.
studied law, and after being admitted to
Our veuerable fellow citizen, Capt.
he
where
in
Pembroke,
the bar, settled
Thomas O. Spring, now blind, but in
remained until a few years since he re- good health, recently passed his 88th
rebellion
the
When
to
Calais.
moved
birthday.
broke out, he was holding the position
Mr. Elias Gould, who will be 92 on
of judge-advocate on the staff of Gen.
May :J0th, is still bright and erect as in
Butler of the Maine militia. After as- manhood's prime.
sist:ng in organizing the regiments raised
Mr. Fred Howard and Mr. Fred C.
in eastern Maine, he recruited a company
are attending business college at
Spring
made
for the Fifteenth Maine and was
Portland.
until
was
rapid
captain. His promotion
Several cases of scarlet fever have
he reached the rank of colonel, in com- been
reported in East Hiram.
was
brevetted
and
mand of tbe regiment,
Some forty Knights of Pythias went
was
He
subsequently to Steep Falls last week and the team
brigadier general.
appointed captain in the regular army, initiated a candidate in the long form.
but on account of his health declined the
They report a large attendance and a
commission.
very pleasant reception.
In 1S69 he represented Washington
a few
and
senate
Maine
in
the
County
West Buckfleld.
as
years later was in the legislature
Miss Jessie E. Bonney from North
He
representative from Pembroke.
Turner is at S. M. Bunney's.
served as adjutant general of Maine for
Mrs. S. M. Bonney is quite sick. Her
six terms. In 1376 be was appointeu
mother. Mra. Dastiue Turner was there
special agent of tbe United States treas- Wednesday night.
later assistant
ury depaitment and
Carl Newton of Roxbury was at R. C.
financial agent of the United States at
Lowe's last week.
London. He remained in London a year,
Will Fogg and John Flagg are cutting
during which time he as«i»ted in the sale white birch.
of some £140,000,000 of United States
The capers that old Boreas cut in the
bonds. After his return he served four
going out of February and the coming in
years as United States marshal.
of March showed very plainly that he
Gen. Murray leaves a wife. Theironly
had lost none of his agility with his loss
son died in childhood.
of practice.
Sturgis Deputies at Rumford hails.
East BrowofieM.
The blow has at last fallen at Rumford
Mr. Shillings of Portland spent Sunthe
Sturgis
Falls. Laet Thursday night
day, Feb. 25, with Mr. and Mrs. William
deputies came down upon the place. Leavitt.
Lewisfrom
them
were
of
Ten
brought
Mrs. Sidney Rowe entertained Mm.
ton by special train, Hon. Waldo PettenAbbie Thompson of Eaaton, Ν. H., laat
the
commission,
of
chairman
the
gill,
week.
accompanying them. They arrived at
The children of Mr. and Mrs. F. R.
Rumford Falls about 8 o'clock, and got
are recovering from their reto work at once. As the result of their Bradbury
cent serious illness.
raids a large quantity of liquor was seizMra. L. K. Giles has been visiting her
ed in several places, and the proprietors
son Herbert, who resides
in Weston,
were brought into court the next mornMass.
ing. ▲ tine of $100 and costs and sixty
and
Geo.
Rowe, carriage
sign painter,
days in jail was the sentence im- has opened a shop in the Staple· buildposed upon several of them, all of whom ing on Main Street.
appealed and furnished bonds. One was
Mrs. Samuel Durgin has returned to
discharged.
her home here.
The deputies say that they shall remain at Rumford Falls and endeavor to
Newry.
keep it dry for some time.
The cold weather since March came in
The wholesale drug store of the J. E. has been very helpful to loggers, who
Goold Drug Co. of Portland, of which have much timber yet remaining in the
much to
Frank S. Waldron, formerly of Norway, woods, but more snow is very
be desired, and, unless we have some
is president, was destroyed by fire
be left in the
Sunday morning, Feb. 25. It ia thought soon, much Umber will
the fire may have been set by burglars, woods
Mr. Almon Farrar from Dickvale went
as no other explanation of it has been
offered, and other breaks were made in to Grafton last week to visit his brother'i
who hai
tbe city that night. The tirm will con- widow, Mrs. Angelia Farrar,
tinue in business, and the building will been ill from paralysis more than a year.
Miss Bessie Searl·, who has been awaj
be rebuilt at once.
teaching for several months, has returnTbe Lewiatoo, Brunswick and Bath ed to Newry.
Hugh Thurston, who has been ill a
Street Railroad has changed hands, and
has been tew days at Bethel, is able to attend
a new board of directors
chosen. It is announced that the new school again.
Jams· Lane gives us a weekly call
management will make extensive imwith freak fish, etc.
on the

early

provemsota

property.

Preaktaat—Mr·. Ann* C. Young.
Vice- Pieeldeot—Mrs. Ida'M. StBwell.
Lizzie K. Lane.
Treasurer— Mrs. Emily L. Kmmous.
The minstrel entertainment at Bryant
Pond wm not very well patronized, the
traveling being bad. The expenses were
considerable and there was but a few
dollars net profit.
However, on the
whole, the financial profits were a great
sncoess—the whole net proceeds being
Much credit is due the
an even #100.
committee, Mrs. P. 8. Faro α m and Mrs.
C. H. Bates, for the suocess of the whole
affair. The money obtained goes for the
The Good
new Univerealiet church.
Will Society ara planning on a fair or
The members
sale later in the season.
of that society which met last Wednesday evening with Mr. and Mrs. L. C.
Bates, enjoyed a very pleasant social
occasion. Upon arriving each guest had
pinned upon their back a heart-shaped
piece of paper upon which was the name
of some noted person. By asking questions of others each one had to determine
the name assigned to them. It was both
amusing and instructive. Other games
were also played and titles of books were
guessed by articles arranged to describe
them. A short entertainment consiHted
of music on the zither by Madge Tuell,
and several selections on the piano by
Mrs. Bate».
Readings were given by
Elinor Tuell, Mrs. W. H. Lurv'ey and
Mrs. F. E. Wheeler.
The W. C. T. U. met last Thursday
afternoon with Mrs. C. Howard Lane. Δ
part of the programme consisted of a discussion of the life and work of Mrs. L.
M. N. Stevens, also a fine paper on Neal
Dow by Mrs. W. H. Pratt.
Mrs. E. A. Morgan of Keadfield came
Friday of last week to visit her cousin,
Mrs. H. R. Tuell, for about a week.
Nearly 60 members of West Paris
Lodge, I. O. O. F., No. 15, accepted the
invitation of Abou Ben Adhem Lodge of
Auburn, to visit them on last Thursday
evening. They went by special train late
in the afternoon, returning at about 2
o'clock in the morning by the same
special. At South Paris they were joined
by a large number of Mount Mica Lodge.
A large company was present and
the Auburn
lodge entertained their
guests in a royal manner, every hospitalextended
to them and a fine
ity being
banquet served. A roost pleasant evening was enjoyed by all, some of the members of our lodge reporting the best trip
they ever enjoyed. West Paris Lodge
worked the second degree and received
many compliments. Mr. Otis A. Curtis,
Noble Grand of West Paris Lodge,
brought home a very handsome cake
which was presented to our lodge by
Abou Ben Adhem L>dge. It was beautifully frosted entirely in white, with scroll
designs of vines and (lowers, with words
inscribed as follows:
"Mar, 1 1906.
Abou Ben Adhem entertains," with three
links near the center. Our lodge members feel very proud of their gift, and
treasure it as one of the pleasant reminders of their visit. They hope in the
near future to entertain
Abou Ben

Secretary—Mr·.

Adhem Lodge.

G. F. Marshall received two quite seri'222
$36,156.84 ous wounds by being thrown out of his
98.S)
when returning from the minstrel
55.17 sleigh
A physician
70.02 show at Bryant's Pond.
516.15 was obliged to take several stitches and
5,488.35 it was fortunate the result was not more
1,257.73

North Paris.

her,

were:

Mrs. Hattie Β. Mooney has greatly improved the interior of her house by having two men from Portland here to
paper nearly all the rooms and paint the
kitchen walls.
Mrs. Eittredge

and

children

from

Portland are visiting her mother, Mrs.
Laura Reed.

Mrs. A. R. Bucknam went to Boston
last Tuesday, being called there on account of the illness with pneumonia of
her little grandson, Gerry Curtis.
Rev. Henry A. Parkhurst of Boston
will again preach for the Universalists,
March 11, at the usual hour. Rev. Κ. E.
Barton will also be present.
Mrs. C. E. Chase, Mrs. F. S. Farnum
and Miss Ethel M. Howe attended the
minstrels at South Paris last Friday

evening.

There is a social dance at Dunham's
Monday eveuing of this week,
March 5.
At the last meeting of the Wednesday
Club which was held Feb. 21 with Mrs.
H. C. Loveland, refreshments were served by the hostess, and a pleasant time

Hall,

enjoyed,

many regrets being expressed
that it was the last club meeting which
Mrs. Loveland could attend. Mr. Loveland has finished working for the West
Paris Creamery Co. and will move his
family this week to Allenton, Conn., the
town from which he came here.
On Saturday, Feb. 24, Mrs. Emma W.
Mann gave a pleasant evening social at
her home in honor of Mr. and Mrs. Loveland, sixteen invited guests being present. The ladies came in the afternoon,
the gentlemen arriving later, and a fine
picnic lunch was served at 7:30. Later
in the evening ice cream and other
daintie* were enjoyed. The gentlemen
secured their partners for lunch by
drawing slips of paper with names prepared by the hostess, and afterward
were required to retire to another room,
write a description of their partner, and
then read it aloud to the assembled company. Much merriment was caused by
the unique ideas expressed.
Various
social games were played for the even-

ing enjoyment.

Μη. Roeooe Emery hu been stopping
with her daughter, Mn. Carrie Pen ley,
daring the Illness of the letter'· little
daughter Roth, who died of pneamoola
Sunday night. The fanerai vu In
Albany Wednesday, Rev. Mr. Sohoonover officiating. The lovely flowers testified to the sympathy of friends.
Mr. Edward King has added a new

department to hi· stock, oonsiiting of
fanoy dry good· which ia composed of
ribbons, neckwear, hosiery, Ac.
Mr Herman Mason apent Thursday in
Portland.

Mr. Charles Davis has been to Lowell,
Mass., to attend the fnneral of his
mother, Mrs. Mary J. Davis, widow of
the late Dr. Davis, who was so well
known in this part of Oxford County.
Mr. Davis was accompanied by his

daughter, Maud.

Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Chamberlain, who

have spent the winter with their daughter, Mrs. Dr. Qehring of Portland, will
soon return to their Bethel home.
Mrs. Mary Brackett, one of Bethel's
oldest inhabitant's died at her home Friday afternoon having suffered a slight
paralytic shock Thursday, followed by a
second Friday. Mrs. Brackett was the
widow of the late Moses Pottle before
her second marriage. Although in years

she was accounted aged, she retained her
faculties and was an enjoyable companion to the last, interested in all that pertained to church and

village life.

I received a loaf and Interesting letter
from my life-long (Head Lewie M. Wing,
β atreeU are bo ioy It U hardly safe
He oomnow of Washington state.
menoed to excuse ble delay, and further, to try to walk.
and tapper wm
remarked, "Ton and I remember what | An entertainment
the ladles of the Congregawe need to read In the old English ; furnished by
reader that 'Procrastination is the thief tional Circle at Town Hall Wednesday
evening. Quite a good earn was taken at
of time'."
#
door. It was a success in every sense
Tea, and I can remember that page thethe
word.
of
and
sentences
"Select
paraentitled,
Ernest L. Prink, who has been at
graphs." Then followed a long list ofI home
for a number of weeks taking care
excellent pointer· for old and young.
who has been
remember too thoee wonderful speeches of his father, J. L. Frlnk,
siok, has returned to his business
by members of parliament. Donbtlees very
Portland.
they wonld not seem to me now as they In Mrs.
Whitney of Denver, Colorado,
did in my boyhood days, since listening
J. L. Frink's.
to deep sea logic by Buokfield's galaxy of spent the day at
Mr. James Harmon, aged 95 years,
Ancient and Honorables, while they
at the home of bis
hare discussed great events while sitting died quite suddenly
of this village.
around Morrill & Cole's box stove in son, Charles Harmon,
house conducted
the rear of their store. Tee, there's Funeral services at the
where we gather and wait for the mail. by Rev. Dr. Tarr.
Being 111 at the present time, ham denied the privilege of listening to those
First Congregational church, Rev.
discussions on ethioal culture.
James J. G. Tarr, Ph. D., pastor. Sun- 1
Mr. Cate, the superintendent on the
Mar. 4, morning worship at 10:45,
water works construction, came a few day, sermon
with
by the pastor, "The Abiddays sinoe to repair a break in the water
Christ.11 This will be followed by
ing
in
a
it
where
did,
main. Breaking
at 7:00.1
of it communion. Evening worship
swamp, between two brooks, made
Subject of sermop, "Gideon and Midian.11 !
an intricate job, but he did It, with quite
The chorus ohoir will sing. We are
a crew of helpers.
that Mr. Frank G.
a glad to announce
with
week
this
finishes
school
High
Ham has kindly consented for the
drama Friday evening.
to play the violin at our evening |
The alarm of fire brought out the fire present
services. All are invited to attend.

d'fk

company

early Wednesday

morning.

the
The prize speaking of Gould Academy Withington's brush factory was
fire around the boiler. From I
was held in Odeon Hall, Friday evening, point, with
the
of
when the following programme was what I hear It was the, discovery
fire by Ο. E. Waite, who has an early
rendered :
morning job, that saved the factory.
Music.
Rev. F. E. Barton.
Dr. Caldwell and H. A. Irish are the
Invocation,
H
si).
Elsie Marlon
Piano solo,
two latest receivers of electric lights.
'·
A nony moue.
Boots,"
I. W. Shaw's funeral was on Saturday
T. Fltzmaurlce Vail.
decease on Feb. 22d.
Marlon Hill. following his
The Day of Precious Penalties,
Jennie Almlra Forbes.
Rev. Eleanor B. Forbes conducted the
Hall Calne.
Cut Off from the People
servioes assisted by Rev. Messrs. Pottle
Philip Mcrton Barker.
Mixed Quartette. and Athearn. Friends came from RumMusic
Misses Gibson and Bussell. Messrs. Pushard
ford Pal Is and Mechanic Falls, bringing
and Stllson.
flowers in profusion. We hear it reportThe Fountain of Youth...Hezeklsh Butterwoith.
Verna Maude Kllgore.
ed that the son, Howard P., and Will
The Man Without a Country.
Allen, who has clerked for a long time,
Edward Everett Hale.
are to continue the business.
J. Harold Young.
Rev. Miss Forbes is often called from
A White Lllv,
.Mary L. Wright.
Florence Helena Meroler.
to attend the funeral of her former
Mixed Qaart-tte. Gray
Music,
and neighbors. She is a fine
The Unknown Speaker,
George Llppard. friends
Ernests. Holmes.
speaker, sympathetic, and her enuncia8artel).
Jesse
"Country's" Victory,
tion so clear that the deaf can hear.
Ned a Florence B,chardson.
John Damon is very ill of pneumonia,
Misses Goud and Uapgood.
Piano Duel,
and the long list of sick ones are slowly
Award of Prizes.

The speaking was of unusual merit and gaining.
Mrs. Lydia Whitten is gaining.
the music was well rendered. The pubWe hear rumors of a survey about
lic as ever gave a loyal attendance. The
the buildprizes were awarded to Mies Florence Hall's bridge, with a view to
Harold ing of a woolen mill.
Mr. J.
Helena Mercier and

Toung.
The winter term of the academy closed

Thursday

and the

spring

This, to me at least, is a good repleas- minder of the last week in February,
ed to meet Miss Norton, Friday, a former 1894, when the funeral of my mother-inlaw, Mrs. Daniel Coffin, was held at Bryassistant in the academy.
ant's Pond, with this difference, that
West Bethel.
then the snow was deep and the drifts
March, master of winds, bright minstrel and were a good deal deeper. At the same
marshal of sto'm·» that enkindle the season time the remains of Dr. W. B. Lapham
thev smite.
were brought there and buried in LakeHow should η At thy lovers rejoice la thee,
were

Lovell.
Jessie A.

Chapman

is at home from
for a short

vacation.

pulled

Mrs. Juliette
of North

Mayhew

and son MayBuckfield are visiting
W.
E.
Mrs.
nieoe,

Andover.

Tuesday evening.

furnished music. Many were glad to see
Prof. Towle here once more as he is always on the side of law and order. The
supper which consisted of oysters and
pastry was in charge of Mrs. Etta Tuell
and was all the most fastidious could
desire. The tables were very prettily
laid and looked very inviting.
Madge Tuell of West Parie is spending
a few days with her grandparents, Mr.
and Mrs. K. P. Bowker.
W. E. Doble started for South Paris
the other day with a load of ploughs.
When he was going up the bill by D. D.
Small's, his load stuck on the bare
ground and he could go no farther. He
got D. D. Small to take his span and
take the load through for him.

As the West Paris Creamery Co. have
not disposed of their property, they have
secured to run the creamery in place of
Mr. Loveland, Mr. George F. Weed of
Winterport, who comes highly recommended by the state dairy inspector,
Prof. Thompson. Mr. Weed has no
Oxford.
family, and will board at J. R. Tucker*».
Mr. 8. W. Dunham has in his posThe high school closed Thursday,
session a medium size black astrachan March 1st.
ladies' cape, which he found in the street
Miss Lena Perkins, assistant in the
near the corner of his hall last Thursday
high school, and Miss Bessie Newport,
morning which he would be glad to re- aleo a teacher in town, will go to Washstore to the owner.
ington, starting on Friday, March 2d.
Elder S. J. Hersom of Richmond and
Hebron.
others will hold a series of meetings at
The W. R. 0. held their usual meeting Pigeon Hill through the week.
F. B. Andrews has been visiting friends
on.Friday of last week.
There was an entertainment by the in Boston and vicinity.
students Monday evening.
Mrs. G. E. Hawkee is able to be out
The Ladies' Circle gave a supper Tues- again after an illness of several weeks.
An invitation to visit the Hebron
day evening.
Mrs. Ella Bearce is in Massachusetts W. R. C. on March 7th has been extendcaring for her daughters, Misses Mabel ed to the T. A. Roberts Post and Corps.
and Delia Bearce, who are ill.
At the meeting of the Christian EnMr. Kearn, one of the teachers in the deavor Society on Sunday the topic of
academy, went home Monday on ac- Japanese missions was taken np, and a
count of ill health.
The community collection was taken at the close for the
waa greatly shocked Wednesday to hear benefit of the famine sufferers.
of his death. Mr. Kearn lives in New
Rev. Mr. Newport preached an able
York state.
and patriotic sermon on the Sunday folHebron Grange held an all day meet- lowing Washington's birthday with aping Wednesday.
propriate music.
On Wednesday evening, the 28th, Mrs.
Bast Hebron.
Henry Merrill invited a few friends to

audience. The singing by Master Dick
Johneon was pleasing, as were his impersonations. The other numbers on

the programme did themselves credit,
and were called back several times, re-

with a lively song or reading.
The trombone duet by J. B. Jordan and
W. S. Newhall was most pleasingly
rendered and given in fine tone. The
full programme is as follows:
1 Muelc.
Band.
2. Song, Yankee Dood'e Girl.
Dick Johnson.
S. Trombone Duet, J. B. Jordan, W. S. Newhall.
M re. Harry Thomas.
4. Voctl solo,

sponding

5. Mnslc.
Band,
β. Song, Mike Downs,
Dick Johnson.
Mis· Haxel Johnson.
7. PlAno Solo,
Mr. Dntton.
8. Vocal solo,
9 Muelc.
Band.
10. Song, Put up Your Hands, O'Belllr,
Dick Johnson.
11. Music,
Band.

Mis· Bertha Poor haa gone to Portland
to business college to finish her course
in stenography.
Miss Alice Poor has returned from
Boston, where she has been visiting
friends.
Asa A. West has purchased a house
lot of J. F. Hewey, and will build in the

spring.
to

There is considerable building going
be done this summer. Elmer Mars-

ton, Fred Russell, Whitney Roberts and
Billy Gregg each have started on a cottage house.

Miss Edna Luce has returned to her
home in New Vineyard. She is expected
to return to the high school, ^hich she
has taught the past year.
It was a jolly party that came from
Rumford Falls and dined at Hotel
Twitehell last Saturday.
March has started in with a vengeance,
but none too cold for the loggers. Those
who had a million feet of lumber
in the woods began to feel a little snaky
lest it must remain there another year.
The twenty-eight articles in the town
warrant call for a long day and lots of
money. There is nothing coming up to

piled

celebrate her birthday. It was also the
The snow is passing away with winter.
birthday of A. M. Richardson, who, with Just enough to say it is here to-day.
get*ery excited over.
his family, was among the guests.
ReMrs. R. O. Beals is very feeble and
The hook and ladder

freshments were served and a pleasant gains but slowly.
Mrs. B. Phillips has been quite siok,
evening spent in playing games, etc.
Thursday evening Prof. Roberts of but is gaining.
Miss Eva Brown is having a sad time
Colby gave a lecture before the Tyrocivic Adelphi Society.
with her eye. Several years ago she
lost the sight of one eye and now her
East Waterford.
other eye in very painful, and she can
see
but little with it. The doctor goes
Guy V. Aldrich and Josephine A.
Sanderson of Bates College were at L. to care for it once in two days. She is
M. Sanderson's from Wednesday to Sun- all alone excepting one or two neighbors
who call in to attend to her. Fears are
day.
Mrs. Martha Pride is at her daughter's entertained that she will lose her sight
She is left alone, her parents are dead,
in Norway for a few days.
Miss Gertrude Hamblen of Bridgton and there ie no one to help her in her
was the guest of Mrs. C. H. Pride last home.
Miss Millie Sannders is visiting in
week.
of Limington has Hebron.
A Mr. Bragdon
Harry Phillips has returned to Mebought and is moving to the Leon Allen
farm. Mr. and Mrs. Allen are as yet un- chanic Falls.
Herman D. Phillips has returned to
decided where they will go. They are
at present btaying at Henry C. Young's. Lewiston after visiting his parents and
Mr. Rilej, a blacksmith at Bridgton, friends.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Hodsdon passed
has bought the W. H. Keen farm of Hall
à Staples. He expects to move here the the Sabbath with his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. L. R. Hodsdon.
first of May.
Mr. and Mrs. Geo. H. Keen, who have
Wilson's Mills.
been in Bridgton several weeks, have returned home. Mr. Keen is considerably
Wm. M. Adams has gone to his old
home at The Forks on the Kennebec.
improved in health.

last
flrn

was

Sunday

af ï?

Vf

were called out
afternoon to extinguish a

TKnmaa'

fliiA

A

It was a close call (or

the cause.

bouse, as tbe fire was between the
partitions and hard to locate.
Wish your Greenwood correspondent
would tell where "Intra Muros" is published, or where I can set a copy.
Rev. Mr. Holden of tne Congregational
church is giving his bearers some fine
sermons, evincing much thought and
study. He is growing in favor with bis
congregation, as the Increase at his
the

morning services shows.

Many

and

persons are afflicted with oolds
throat A distemper of some

sore

sort is very

prevalent just now.

There will be

an

within from an unwillingness
to hurt feelings, and It Is the mark of
Innate kindness that has no personal
motive. Tact Is no enemy to truth. It
offers truth on a salver instead of
throwing it in the face, that's all.—Philadelphia Press.

springs

Owing to the extreme cold weather
Mayhew's
the bana concert was not so largely atLothrop.
There was a dance in the new hall tended as it otherwise would have been,
Towle's orchestra still the hall wae Ailed with an intelligent

Easter oonoert in the

DraKvlKtH and Borrowing·
Now York druggists are frequent borrowers. Only tlie most complete pharmacies are constantly supplied with all

the drugs required in compounding
medicines. When a druggist is asked to
fill a short notice prescription calling
for some «'rug that he does not happen
to have on hand, he does not take time
to telephone to a wholesale house for
but sends
the missing ingredient,
around to the nearest drug store and
tries to borrow !t. It is a peculiar feature of the situation that druggists seldom buy anything outright from each
other. They merely borrow, then, aftet
having replenished their stock from the
wholesale houses they pay back the
loan.—New York Post.
The Sea Otter.

The sea otter combines the habits of
â seal with the intelligence and amusing character of tly? otter When met
in herds far out at sea, which is hut

seldom-now, they are commonly seen
on their backs. They even
eat their food lyiug in this position on
the water, .and nyrse their young ones
on their chests between their paws, exactly as u south sea island mother
swims with her baby hi the water.
When swimmiug in this attitude they
even shade their eyes with their paws
when the sun dazzles them.

swimming

Polaon la War.

Feb. 28th

the coldest day to hanthe road that I have seen

was

dle mail on
tbia winter.
Mrs. C. J. and Mrs. O. O.

the gain.

Tracy are on

Mrs. J. C. Wyman has been quite ill
James Coughlan, who had an eye hurt but is reported better now.
Norway Lake.
Mrs. Abble K. Irish is 111 with
by the slipping of a cant-dog while at
Ella Edgecomb of Norway visited at work on logs, has gone to 8L Stephens la grippe.
J. R. Morrill hurt hla leg quite badly
W. S. Partridge's this week.
to visit friends and relatives.
Eugene Flood of Farmiogton has been
George Bennett furnished the enter- recently.
Hiram Washburn is driving a good
visiting bis parents, Mr. and Mrs. David tainment at the box supper of the Azls-

Ill· Laat Love.

She—I suppose you would have me
believe I am the first woman yon ever
I've loved
He—Not at all.
loved?
scorcs of women, but you are the last
Sheone I have fallen In love with.
Very well. Ihen. I'll say "Yee." As
long, as I am the last one you have lovMl we'll get along all right.—Boston

Dlapelled Hli Fear·.
Old Gentleman—It Is folly to talk of
marriage for years yet My daughter
is a mere child. She knows nothing

about the world and coald not manage
Mr. 811mpurse
Ob, that
servants.
needn't make the slightest difference!
We shan't hare any.
—

coos

tell her I paid It tew

sec an

old feller

need

interest is it not ?

ι

I

44

50

x.«5
80

44

1.00

65c.

75c. Grades,
"
50c.
25c. Boys'·········

$1.60

$3.00 Grades,

this winter, but you will
Good
save so per cent.

buy now you will

If you

year.

next

right for

Underwear is all

Perhaps your
some

40c.

Joe.

A great many have talci η advantage of our sale of Suits, Overcoat*,
Odd Trousers. Better look into the matter yourself. Price· cut $2 to $4.

fill up ou licker an' go ter sleep when
I could 'a* gone up ter ther tavern at
tlier Corners on 'a' seen old Bill Hard·
tree dew it fer nothln'!"—Success Magazine.

Cheap Prices.

A Few Fur Coats Left at

F. H. NOYES CO.,
WE

THAT

RUBBERS

FINEST

THE

SELL

WE DON'T CHARGE ANY

MONEY CAN BUY.
MORE FOR THEM !

J.

PLUMMER.

F.

Dear Friends:
Can you come in soon and see the new
spring line of goods ?
Since we wrote you last we have received
a large lot of ginghams, most of them are only
ioc. per

yard.

Then in shirt waist

suitings

Don't leave

beautiful line.
dress this summer. Our line is
a fine handkerchief linen to a

Chorck.
Calllnar People
When I was examining the church
bells of the East Riding of Yorkshire
some year< ago I came to η little place
culled Fanion, on the wolds between

new

a

complete from
heavy butcher

Last but not least be sure to look
check wool suitings, the correct

for street

like

have

we

white linen

out a

linen.

the

at

things

wear.

If you wish
have you

evening dress,

an

glance

to

blue,

at the

new

we

would

veilings

in

reseida green and cream.
We can also show you a tine line of new
trimmings for all these goods.
If in need of any winter goods don't forget

Alice

church is built near
It has no tower, bell turret or
hill.
bell cot. On Inquiry I found that it
The parson came over
bad no bell.
on horseback now and thou from a
parish, tied up bis horse

that

we are

selling

them

Sincerely

neighboring
out.;idc the church, opeued the door,
to
put 011 his surplice nud thou walked
the top of the hill and cracked his whip

Norway, Jan'y

34,

cheap.

yours,
S. B. & Z. S. PRINCE.

1906.

several times, "and then we knaws as
It's time ti iraiig tl chotch," said my
Informant on the spot.—London Note·
aud Queries.

PIANOS.

Hint» to Pnbllc Speaker·.
Never refer pityingly to the poor
This hruu'.Is you at once as a demagog!»·. Never say anything respectful
of corpora·*» wealth. In so doing you
open to the charge of be

lay yourself
Ing a hired man.
Never use slang if you want respect

take stock in you. Nev
hate
er use pure English. The masses

people

able

to

priggishness.

Never talk straight to the point. Υοι»
will 1κ» accused of taking yourself toe
seriously. Never tell funny storiea
lead to the suspicion of cblcan

They

eiy.
Never praise "our forefathers." AnNever ap
cestry pride is disgusting.
leaves
peal to the "sturdy immigrant
in our midst." It riles the old families.
—Newark News.
Hlsrhewt Achievement.
It has been said that success consists
and
In getting that at which one aims,
being happy in it. Each one should
have an ideal of what is to be the expression of his or her life. If this is attained in some degree such a life may
be called successful. Hence, the successful man or woman is the one who
has succeeded fairly well in shaping
the actual life h» accordance with the
Life*·

Good Trades in Second Hand Pianos.
A nice grand square Woodward & Brown piano, in dark case, as
One nice
»ood a trade as can be found in a second hand square piano.
second hand Vose piano, extra nice tone, a piano that has had nice care
These three
tnd never hurt. One second hand G. A. Miller piano.
low to close them
square pianos, with stool and cover, will be priced very
Will trade them for a horse, colt, cow, or any kind of neat stock,
out.
giving.the party good trade and easy payments.
We have also three second hand upright pianos at low prices, nice
instruments in walnut and mahogany cases. We also have a large stock
of new upright p:anosi We have a larger and nicer stock of new and
second hand pianos and organs than ever before, also a large line of piano
We will put all these goods
covers, stools, chairs and instruction books.
Please send for catalogues
down at bottom prices and give easy terms.

and

descriptions.
We thank

our

patrons for all past favors and

Timing» Bioob.

Soutli Parle,

SUITS

again!

Hot

Ou Beet.

to

Bo Repeated.

WM

it—BOtkfiOOCMl&

OVERCOATS.

just completed, brings to light
They're to be
prices

to

move

Several lots of $10 suits in quite a variety of pat*
terns, all sizes at present, for $7 50 per suit.
Men's double breasted suits in neat plaid effects,
all sizes 34 to 44, sold for $12, now $10.
All of our $12 single breasted suits in gray,
brown and other desirable mixtures are now $10.
A large assortment of $15 suits are in this mark
down.
Most of them made by Hart, Schaflner &
AH $15 suits
Marx. Light and dark patterns.
are now $12.
All of our winter overcoats are marked down.
Fur Coats at .Cost.

Boys' Russian vests, 75c. and
been marked down to 25c.

Η.

You

Wot Dlflc«lt.
High Priced Doctor—You are now
convalescent, and all you need is exercise. You should walk ten to fifteen
miles a day, sir, but your walking
Patient—All
should have an object
right, doctor. I'll travel around trying to borrow money to pay your bill

Maine.

Black worsted frock coats, from suits that sold
from $10 to $16, extra wearing qualities, your
choice for $2.

bring him out to dinner right
now!"—Chicago Tribune.

The Chosen.
"Some men," remarked the assumptive citizen, "are born to lead."
"Yes," answered tbe cautious person, "but tbe trouble Is that every
man who feels a disinclination to do
actual work takes it for granted that
he is one of those men."—Washington
Star.

=

Our stock taking,

«ejected.

have to think

-

nil the small lots and broken sizes.
sold at once. They are marked at
them quick.

"Laura," snkl Mr. Ferguson, hurriedly explaining matters In tbe kitchen,
"I didn't want to bring the man home
to dinner, but be kept staying and
staying at the office, and I just had
to ask him. You will have to put as
goad a face 011 it as you can."
"If you think I'm going to change
my face on his account, George Ferguson," said his spouse, red and an-

"you'll

shall

OF MEN'S

Kin»» Named John.
John I. of the "eastern empire" was
poi,;f>ned by a servant; John IV. was
deposed and had his eyes put out;
John V. ruled only In name and lived
in coustunt dread of assassins; John
VI. was deposed and died in prison.
One of the Swedish Johns was driven out of his kingdom by his subjects,
aud another was belittled and defeated
at every turn. John I. of France had
a short and disastrous reign, and John
II. was a prisoner of the English for
A long list of Johns have
years.
changed their titles when taking on
kindly robes because of the superstition that a "John" ruler cuunot be
otherwise than unfortunate.

gry.
may

we

CLEARANCE SALE

Chapin.

Amendment

them that

W. J. Wheeler «to Go.,

ject habitually directs his powers.—
From "Vital Questions," by Dr. Henry
D.

assure

appreciate all business that is given us in the future. It is not necessary
to speak of the quality of our goods, as the goods will prove themselves.

Ideals of life. This requires a strength
and persistence that call for continual
struggle. It forms the highest achievement of life. Bulwer well nays that the
man who sirccecde above his fellows is
the one who early in life clearly discerns his object and toward that ob-

"Yes," an old Indian fighter was sayWe need not be discouraged because
ing, "the Sioux done something to me
of the great things others accomplish that
they could never do again."
and which art far beyond the range of
"What was that?"
possibility for us. It is only our own
"They scalped me."
best that is required of us, our own
end not another's.—Woman's Life.
Jealousy la the greatest of misfortunes and the least pitied by those who
The earliest known cookbook was

Grange, Saturday evening, with looking Westland oolt which ne bought
! David Thompson has moved his family aeleotions played on nis new Victor of J. W. Gowell.
John Leavitt baa sold hla farm to
from the Bradbury house to the village. Graphophone, a very recent aoqnlaltion.
Mrs. C. A. Stephens has been quite ill The proceeds of the evening, 925.00. George Cote.
with a severe cold.
There were six new candidates for adCryras Bishop and sister, Celia LoveMiss Spring of Portland was the guest mission.
joy, of East Dlxfleld, visited relatives
of Miss Bartlett Wednesday,
Ernest Bennett baa gone to Ramfçrd, ont lut weak.
printed in Voles to Mm
Flood, recently.

Hautement.
The irnte farmer grew confidential
"Say, mister," he replied, "I'm goin'
tew have η mighty hard time eplalnln'
tew Marandy what I done with them
tew dollars, but you kin bet I won't

The use of polsou In war was once
considered not only permissible, but
What He Needed.
commendable, and was defended by
A father recently received the followless an authority than Wolff.
no
ing note from a young man:
There are reported instances of wells,
Dear Sir—Wood like your doter Jessie's
springs, ponds and streams being poi- hand In maruge. She and I are in luv,
soned as a military measure. Even In and I think I nede a wife. Yurea.
HENRY.
our time Instances are numerous of the
father
of
waThe
detilement
letter,
Intentional
saying:
drinking
replied by
ter supplies by throwing the bodies of
Friend Henry—You don't need a wife.
Get
one and
a
book.
You
need
spelling
animals into the stream or pond.
■tudy It for a year. Then write me again.

Congregational church Easter morning. Transcript.
Speoial music will be given by the choir.
Diclcvale.

jjust upon hia face.
"Well, how do you like the show?"
the manager inquired, with secret.

BLUE STORK·.

Buy Underwear Now
And 5ave Honey.

Quite a company were entertained
Saturday evening by Mr. and Mrs. John Malton and Bridlington. It was a very
B. Kimball, 2d, a whist party being primitive place, quite cut off from the
given.
world, the few inhabitants hardly
The drug store at the village is closed
knowing the road over the hilltop to
for the present, Mr. Carrol Allen, the
The dithe next place northward.
clerk, having finished work there.
which serres as a
Β. E. Brown has bought a horse of W. minutive building
the brow of the

A. Merrill.
Miss Florence Emery is visiting her
side cemetery. About the time March
came in the cold wave subsided, and relatives in Boston.
during the next three weeks the sap
Street Crowd» In Caracus.
weather was first class, so much so in
Ono of t!u· features of tlie city of Ca
fact that many overdid the thing by
tapping so many trees that they could raeas, Venezuela. that most stronjrly
lips are aglow
As a lover's that kindle with kissing; the earth not take care of the sap and hundreds of
impresses a foreigner is the rapidity
with her raiment and tresses yet wasted and gallons of sap ran to waste, and who
with which a crow·'. gathers in the
torn,
this
wave may take the
cold
but
knows
Takes breath, as she smiles In the grasp of thy
streets. This is best exemplified when
turn?
same
sense
the
to
feel
her
passion
through
spirit
the many wandering musiof the flow!"
Our company the past week consisted some of
Swinburne.
of Will Swan, wife and two children; cians, in whom Caracas abounds, preThe sadden
atmospheric changes also Frank Brooks, wife and baby, in- pare to give an impromptu open air
cause much sickness.
cluding Mrs. Brooks' cousin, Mrs. coucert. Their first notes no sooner
Mra. Hattie A. Grover remains in Vaiib» nf Wotarfnriî
echo through the neighborhood than
feeble health.
Accidente continue to happen. Frank there
gathers to listen a vast throng
Mrs. Geo. A.
Murphy is visiting Ring got his foot caught under a sled, so
that almost blocks up the thoroughfare.
friends in Norway.
as to be obliged to go on crutches for a
cobblers and all the other tenauts
R. Ray Lapliam of Bethel Hill is workwhile; and about the same time Charles The
to open
ing for L. D. Grover.
Richardson's baby fell from a high chair of the entries, having no doors
Willis Thurston has gone to Lewiston and was so injured as to be unconscious or stairs to descend, are on the spot alfor hospital treatment.
for some time.
most iustauter. They eagerly drink in
Miss Grace Parwell has closed her
Mrs. Chas. B. Brooks, who had an- the music, but at the same time bear a
in
H.
third term of school
Jefferson, Ν.
other sick spell recently, is so as to be
musiwary eye ui»n the hats of the
E. J. Bell has recovered from his out
again. She came very near having cians, and no sooner do they observe
recent illness and is again working on another attack of
pneumonia but
the slightest indication that one Is
the railroad.
through with the aid of Dr. Packard.
to be taken off for the purpose of
Mrs. Jane M. Wheeler died in Mexico
about
is
six
little
O. G. Whitman's
years
boy
last week and was buried from the old and getting to be rather a fine speci- taking up a collection by passing It
church in this village Monday.
The other around among the crowd tlffln they dismen of a young American.
J. Hastings Bean and wife and Oscar day a man driving alone found the little
than they
appear even more quickly
G. Mason of South Paris were in town fellow some distance from home, and
came.
Monday to attend the funeral of Mrs. asking fora ride the man took him in;
Wheeler.
and when getting nearly there he said to
Tnet niid Policy.
Mrs. P. L. Higgins went to Lewiston the man, "Would you just as soon drive
fence should be built between
A
high
friends
from
there
will
visit
and
Monday
up to the door so I shall not have to
the benein Lisbon Falls before returning to her walk so far to get into the house?'1 And the words tact and policy for
see the borderwho
cannot
those
home in Litchfield.
of
fit
but
whether
the
the man drove up;
An explosion of actylene gas in the
young gentleman thanked him for the ing line.
store of J. E. Pike burned Mr. Pike's accommodation report saith not.
"Oh. I have no tact!" they say with a
face quite badly, demolished many goods
Glad to see Bryant's Pond represented satisfied air. "Tact and policy are
and blew out the two front windows.
again. It was real crossing not to get things I know nothing about."
anvthing from that place where we lived
And yet the two qualities are as disWest Sumner.
and bad a being for 10 years.
tinct as north and south. Tact comes
The windy March has come at last,
Miss Edith Bradford, our genial centhe heart, and policy from the
tral telephone girl, is taking a vacation. and how plainly we can hear and feel from
selfish interShe will visit in Lewiston and Bruns- the rushing of the blast; but no snow to head. Policy is inspired by
ests and is a treacherous quality that
wick. Miss Grace Dudley of Parie has fly and but little for sleighing.
taken her place.
one might well boast the lack of. Tact
Mrs.

ïuteicJ the house. A little while after
Ibe manager happened to be in the lobby again, when the countryman came
out with an expression of intense dl»-

^

to

leader, and Lord of the year that exults to be
born—
So strong lo thy strength and so glad of thy gladness, whose laughter puts winter and sorrow
to scorn.
Thou ha*t shaken the snows from thy wings
and the troeton thy forehead Is molten; toy

brey

laak·.

The manager of α New York theater
tells t!:e fol.mvlug story: During a i»crformauce of "Rip Van Winkle" by the
ate Jo.-eph ,1'ATersou the manager, who
a
ivas standing iu the lobby, observed
.-ouutrymau hovering about the en·
trance lu nu uncertain way. Finally,
is with a determination to go the limit,
the countryman bought a ticket and

Frightened the Bride to Death.
In the Church of Chraetian at Pisek,
in Bohemia, a marriage was about to
be solemnized between Anna Roelln,
Mason.
aged nineteen, and a youth of her
was in choice. Bride and bridegroom stood all
of
Otisfleld
Shillings
Benjamin
town the 28tb.
j ready before the altar, where were
C. Everett Paine was in town the 24tb lighted taper*. Before the priest could
!
eto.
selling rustic tables, wall brackets,
unite the bridal pair one of the tapers
Nellie Merrill was in town visiting her I became
.suddenly extinguished. A loud
friends
other
mother and
Sunday.
' shriek came from the bride, and she
visited
and
wife
son,
Douglas Cuebing,
gasped, "Moine kerze 1st erloschen!"
her parents in Albany Sunday.
sank
Marion Bennett visited at A. E. Tyler's ("My taper Is extinguished!") and
unconscious Into the arms of the bridethis week.
Mrs. George Spinney visited at Archie groom. Immediately all attention was
Hutohinson^.
turned to the condition of the bride.
Mrs. Rufus Morrill and Miss Florence !
Several
attempts were made to revive
Grover of Norway were visiting at Ε. H.
the poor girl, but in vain. The bride,
Morrill's Monday night.
died at the alJohn Lewis was in town with his In her chaplet and veil,
tar rails. The superstition of the vilpeddle cart the 28th.
Mrs. Ε. B. Mason of Albany visited her lages of the plain Is that if a lighted
parents, Solomon Westleigh and wife, taper becomes extinguished on either
this week.
side of the altar the person standing
J. M. Philbrook was in town looking on that side of the altar where the light
after cows and calves the 28tb.
went out will suffer a dire calamity.—
Rufus Shillings was in town one day
London News.
this week.

Farmington Normal School

Oreenwood.

term will open

March 20.
Many students and friends

Clear Com of

A very cold, windy, uncomfortable !

$1 qualities,

have

F05TER,

B.

MAINE.

NORWAY,

for

WALL

PAPERS!
AT

N.

Dayton Bolster & Co.

We have about 15c» rolls of Wall

with to close out before

the racks.

putting

Paper

the New

and Border·

Spring Papers

we

in

All Grades from 5c. to 25c. per roll
at 50c. on the $1. Come Early.
80 MARKB1T
SOUTH

MAIKB·

PARIS,

C/CSTORIAHr***Wi*

Iks KM Yd Hm Ahrtn iMUt

SQUAXUD,

I

Τ^ίί»ί»

ïbe

ΦχίονΛ icmorral
SOCTHPABI&
OEAKD TKCKK RAILWAY.

Mr. and Μη. John Τ. Stanley of Auburn were at C. W. Bowker's over Son-

day.
Sylvan Shurtleff of Portland waa in
town Saturday and visited his
brother,

ALL

OFFICERS

SESSION
SEWER

Alva Shurtleff.

WITH

BE-ELECTED.—A
LOTS

OF

TALK.

NORWAY.

At the Sifa of the Pink Caraetioa.

The Parte Tow· Meeting.

ΑΝΟΤΗΕΒ

LONG
—

SUCCESSFUL

UNI VKB8ALI8T

HO

EXTENSION.—APPBOPRIATIONS

GOOD

FAIR
CHEBB

BY

THE

SOCIETY.

CHUKCHM.
Second Congregational Church, Rev. Β. β.
Rtdeout, rutor. Preaching service Sunday,
10 30 A. M.; Sabbath School, 12.·00 M.; Y. P. 8.
C. B., Sundav Evening, β JO P. M.; Social MeetIn*, 7 00 P. M.; regular weekly Prayer Meeting,
Tfesday eveningUnWersalUt Church, Bar. 8. O. Davl»,
Pastor. Preaching service on Sunday at 1040
Α. Μ. Sabbath School, 13:00; Y. P.C. U. meetIn*. 7 Λ0 P.M.
Methodist Church, Rev. C A. Brook·. Paetor.
Preaching service, 1030 A. M.; Sabbath School,
13Λ0 M.; Social Evening Meeting, 7.00 P.M.,
prayer meeting, Tuesday evening; claw meeting
Epworth League, Sunday
Friday evening.
evening, β .OOPTM.
Baptist Church, Bev. B. 8. Cotton, Paetor
PreachlDg service, 10 30 A.M.; Sabbith School,
IS.oo M.: Prayer Meeting, Sunday evening 7 P.
M., Wednesday evening, 7 30.

i Nobody in South Pari· needs to be in130,428.75.
Rev. and Mrs. H. A. Clifford have been
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which the ones started a flow of talk which spread interest in the place that wasn't brought
Dr·
»
Mildred Curtis. open, and a full-sized stream,
l>ove—Orth,
over the whole range of town affairs, far into the limelight.
men on the ladder couldn't control,
Kin# Cole's March—Knglemann,
In
the hit of the evening Lester Hurne,
from the matter under discussion.
αιιιιβ oucpii«i>«.
Undoubtedly
away
never
the
„I
over
went Hying
ridgepole,
The meeting of the
Marlou Gray.
The selectmen were authorized to was made by one of the original verse·
Maytline—Ganne
into
Ruth Bolster. touching the fire, but breiaking up
a
which
Queen of Mjcht— Kn^lemann,.
account
miscellaneous
added to Fred Hall's topical song,
wind sprinkled plenti- draw from the
Klhel Kennett
Mlmu'tt—l'a'lerewskl
was
spray which the
sum not exceeding five hundred dollar* referred to a well-remembered historical day evening
Marlon Everett.
Boat Song—Helna
the Barton,
over firemen and spectator*.
attendance was larg
bills.
•Schoo'inate Walu—Williams,.. Irving Barrows. fully
to pay outstanding
incident:
in
the
water
of
Lake and
right
spot
As
two
β»
pails
Kuth Cumiulngs.
Browning,
the
Joyous Wanderer—Costa,
of
nave
uiat
the
extending
u^i^uc.
When
the
question
Of til
Binage image
Bernlce Saab. would have doused the flame, the men
following most
Queen of Heart»— Krogmann
was reachIn Ibis little town,
Paiis
in
South
sewer
village
Barker.
nuli-nt's Song—Spin.Iter
Marjorle
at the hydrant were ordered to shut it
Was the time they'· looking for that kid—
programme ...
O'lle Llbby.
Ware· of the OceVn—Β ake
ed, N. D. Bolster spoke in favor of it,
They said It hid been drowned.
the order of the
down, but it stuck, and with the short and moved an
Drummer Boy— Krogmann. Willie Protlilngham
ui
In that boat,
looked
'a'
must
peculiar
appropriation
waa
it
to
use
They
Golden lianner, two step—Hart,...Gladys Back. wrench which they had
Un gte4rne.
Searching sll that day ;
H. G. Brown and S. £. Field opposed
Trlxle, Danse Gracieuse— 1'abet,
some time
before they could start it.
And when you aaked them what they'· doing
Clara Hathaway.
the
:
appropriation.
ladder
la
what
the
Reading
this
aay
on
they'd
dropped
Why,
Lllla Karrar. Finally the men
Those Him i»âV»— Metz 1er
β. F. Brad""7·
The vote, taken by a show of hands,
M» l>ean. the hune, then went dowa after it, the
Hi.'blaud La*·—Lange.
we may be crazjr, but we dont Me why ;
resulted in so close a vote on a show of "Well, Stuart
ΛζοΙ» Kike.
Cheerfulness—Boh in,
«wear· to-day, he beard that little
Officer».
water was tarned on again, and a stream
Town
Harry
Ruth Blood.
the house was polled. The
kid cry."
Queen of Twilight— Knglemsnn
soon put an hands that
Geneva Barker. directed from the ground
Mlver Symph—Heine,
And when they hauled up that old bran sack,
count resulted in a vote of 145 in favor 1
Pearl Coolt. end to the dame.
Klfln Dance—Heine,
And didn't flna nothln' but an old dead cat,
160
to
ΡΑΒΙ·.
opposed.
Geneva Young.
Morning Serenade— Behr
Before the hose was laid a hole had
Tbey looked kind o' foolish—I wonder why."
Nellte Jackson.
Valse de Concert—Mattel,
Id reference to the bill of ▲. W.
Moderator—Walter L. Ortj.
been broken through the roof from the
in !
Clerk—William J. Wheeler.
And another was the end man's atory
After the program fruit punch and fancy inside above the blaze, but it was not Walker Λ Son for sewer extension
Selectmen—Hennr D. Hammond, Charles W.
was made to pass over the of the South Paris citizen who dreamed
cakes were served by the Misses Nellie made
to work in before 1904 a motion
Jeeee C. Howe.
Bowker,
enough
large
after
article. A. W. Walker then explained he died and went to heaven, where
Collector—Alfred H. Jackson
Jackson, Lilla Farrar, Blanche Bar rows, the water was put on.
Treasurer—Frank A. Shurtleff.
that the work was done according to some search he located the South Paris
Clara Hathaway, Pearl Cook, OUie Libsmall.
was
The damage
Committee—George M. At wood, Charles
contract, and that it was a bill that was colony, "the most dolefullest set of H.8.8.
by and Geneva Barker.
Howard, Dr. F. B. Wheeler.
committee of the Good actually due. The matter was discussed angels you ever see," who were singing
The
general
hoxwaY.
The March term of court will opeo
voted "the melanoholiest kind of a hymn," to
Cheer Society wish to thank all the and explained, and it was finally
Tuesday of next week, March 13. Judge friends at home and away who con- that the bill be left with the selectmen a tune bearing a distant resemblanoe to Moderator, A. S. Kimball.
L.
Curtis.
O.
Clerk.
will
Albert M. Spear of Gardiner
preside. tributed
for our annual fair. to settle, and that the fees paid by "The Good Old Summer Time":
Select men. D. 8. Sanborn, A. R. Kobblns, II.
sewer be used
Although κ is impossible to tell with "At the anything
F. Green leaf.
"Church suppers all the time,
Sign of the Pink Carnation/' abutters for entering the
a
seems
there
in
all
the
time,
Treasurer, E. C. Wlnslow.
advance,
Chorch suppers
certainty
those whose gifts were « » to pay the bill.
Supper·, tain and sociable·,
probability of quite a long term. The especially feature in helping to increase
Raised 1600 for state road.
Une.
th»
Ana ·ο on down
prominent
Announcement is made thus early
Norway case of Thompson vs. Cum- the
Voted to expend the 1100 received
We've plenty to eat, but nothing to wear,
receipts and make the occasion at
for bringnu πι;*, which is to decide the respective
that the railroads are
Our pocketbook's flatter than time.
be gratifying tc 1 from the state on the state road.
It
all.
to
may
tractive
Oh, yes, we cam* from South Parle, where ing the biggest crowds into Maine the
rights of boat and lumber owners in the
The road as laid out by the selectmen
that at this date, Mar. 3d
j."
tlm
know
all
the
to
all
church
There'·
«upper·
outlet of l'en leasee wassee Lake, is excoming summer that tbey bare evei
of the fair amount to 9565 by the residence of James L. Chase on
the
> Paris Hill was accepted.
The second part opened with a duet, brought and are making arrangements foi
pected to be heard, and to be of con- withproceeds
more to come in which will inoreasi
and
You," extra train service as well as additional
siderable length and much interest
Voted to charge interest on all unpaid "Just a Little Rocking Chair
to $575, and with some article! >
Trial is also indicated in several othei the sum
comforts for the travelers. Maine bad
by little Misses lfarte Newton and Doris
on hand for
sale, the final tota I taxes at 6 per cent after Jan. 1st, 1907.
Her- one of its most successful seasons last
was
civil cases. In the criminal court there still
whioh
taking.
very
Voted to allow discount on taxes of Culbert,
will not fall short of 1600.
ain't
"I
is good
costume
in
is the Varney murder case, besides th< amount
Hilton
sang
A.
year and the faot that business
1906 at the usual rate·—3 per cent before bert
J. H. Littlk, for the Committee.
and was re· in all parts of the country means thai
usual grist, if indeed the grist is not con
8 per cent before Aag. 1st, and Done Nothln' to Nobody,"
1st,
June
called. W. N. Davis, made up as an there will be an unusually large numbei
siderably enlarged by the recent Rum- ECZEMA, TETTER, SALT RHEUM one per cent before Nov. 1st.
ford Falls seizures.
The grand jurj
of people off this summer enjoying ι
Voted to maintain schools during the old darkey field hand, gave a monologue
HERPES
RING
WORM,
1
wil
ITCH,
in its application, and ul! rest.
which was empaneled last October
coming year in the Mountain,' Whltte- mainly looal
»
a
venirei
ITCH.
Shaw
and
Fletoher
BARBER'S
did good
be on duty. For traverse jurors
mure, Tubbs, Forbes and Bisooe districts, of hits.
a
have been returned as follows:
All of theee disease· are attended b, and not to maintain schools In the turn with a song In uniform, "I'm
REMEDY FOR BABIES
to A FAVORITE
and
instant
Doodle
responded
Boy,"
Kdwln K. A lias, Stone bam.
intense itching, which is almost
Snow's Falls, Ball and Bolster districts. Yankee
Its pleasant taste and prompt curei
closec
A. D. Andrew·, Pari*.
1
The
recall.
Chamberlain*
for
a hearty
programme
Voted to pay the moderator 13.00
ly relieved by applying
tlenrv W Bonney, Sumner.
"The Wig Makei have made Chamberlain's Congb Remedy
Salve and by its continued use a perms his services, and the meeting adjourned with the darkey farce,
David A. Bradley. Fryeburg
of small children
ii
It
effected.
His
baa, ! at 4 o'clock.
and
Servants," acted by Heure a favorite witb mothers
Stlllmaa J. Dwrgtn. Brownnekl.
nent cure may be
It quickly cures tbeir coughs and ooldi
waa wel
which
Fred L. Edwards, Bethel.
restate
and
had
that
Hall,
case·
12000
Park, Brlgg*
fact, cured many
The appropriations, adding
Prank H. Emery. Albany.
and prevents any danger of pnenmonli
all other treatment. Price 25 cents pe which will be assessed on the high done and kept everybody laughing.
Dana K. Elliott, Rum ford.
It no
waa repeatec or other serious consequences.
the
show
Souti
Λ
to
Co.,
Shurtleff
amount
this
evening
Kllawnrth P. Howard. Rumford.
sal·
Friday
by
year,
box. For
school building
oures oroup, but when given a
The
only
1
honae.
8. P. Ilea Id. Level».
pro
another
with
Oxford;
Noye
last
packed
Store,
year.
Paria; Jonee Drug
920,428.75, against tl9.440.00
Charles G Hill. Woodstock.
with alight varia soon as the croupy congb appears wll
Thie indicates that the tax rate will b< gramme waa given
Runt Jackson, Norway.
Drug Store, Norway.
the attack. For sale by Shurt
some· new jokea, anc
last
than
Including
tiona,
Charles M Kimball. Bethel.
mill
a
year.
half
about
higher
Bac
eft A Co., Sonth Paris; Jones Dru|
Adelbert Kidder, Mexico.
An enviable record is that of the
the addition of a reading by Frank L
Store, Vox
Mark A. I.apham. Greenwood.
railroad. It haa bee ι
Starblrd, and a song and dance by Mr Store, Oxford; Noyes Drug
gor «ft Aroostook
Edwin K. Llbby, Norway.
The children of the Baptiat Sundaj
and wee k
way.
In the second part.
in operation for twelve year·
W. S. Perkins, Water ford.
Hilton,
misslonannual
their
tral a School are to have
Daniel E. Smith. DU He Id.
I
before laat had its first passenger
i
box opening at (he Baptist parson
Isaac W Shaw. Buckflekl.
wreck. In that wreck no one was kille ary
By Invitation, tbe semi-annual meet
Prizes were awarded In the contests a
L. B. Swan, Part*.
Paris Hill, Friday afternoon from (
age,
ax pre·· mea*eugei
an
but
ooal
ingofthe Maine 8tate Board of Trad
and
one,
Α. Κ Τ bornas, Oxford.
to bring theli follow·: Charles A. Young, ton of
are
All
s
8.
to
requested
twelve
yeai
with the State of Main
Martin V. Β. Watson. (Mead.
severely injured. In the
T. Thayer, table cover; Mias Lilli will be held
serious freigl it mite boxes. Members of the school are Mrs.
Club In Boston, March 15th.
I. W. Shaw of Backfleld has died sine » the road baa bad no
doll.
Commencing October 1,1905,
LBATB
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"but thank· to Chamberlain'· Pain Balm
In samples of advance styles which are both smart
able onoe more to attend to bucineu.
It la the beet of Uniment·." If troubled
and sensible in style and color. They will interest you.
with rbeumatUm give Pain Balm a trial
and you are certain to be more than
COATS of the popular mixtures and almost invisible plaid, made with dare, 42
pleased with the prompt relief which it
Price $10.00
....
in. and 45 in., moat attractive,
afford·. One application relieve· the BK8ULTS IS STOMACH TROUBLES AMD
"
For aale by F. A. Shurtleff & Co.,
A.
8HUBTP.
and
$8.50
durable
BREAKDOWN.
of
42
with
PHYSICAL
stylish,
COATS
covert,
in.,
strapping,
uthParia; J one· Drug 8tore, Oxford;
LKFF Λ CO. OFFEB SIMPLE BKMKDT.
which
are most advanced styles of Eton and Jacket effects, in grays and
SUITS
Noye· Drag Store, Noway.
The strenuous life of modern timee
Price $15.00,16.50 aad 18.00
blues,
Dr. foroea people to rush through their
OlaaM· on weekly naymenta.
fresh from the workroom.
are
meal* hastily, hurrying from the table in SEPARATE SKIRTS at popular prices, and they
Parmenter. Bead my ad.
the mad rush after the almighty dollar.
T· Mother· la This Tow·.
The result is incomplete digestion, inChildren who are delicate, feverish and crou flammation of the walls of the stomach,
will get immediate relief from Mother Gray'·
of secretion of the gastric
Sweet Powder· for Children. They cleanse the and lack
trouble
■toroacb, act on the liver, making a »lckly child juices, ending in chronic stomach
atron* and healthy. A certain cure for worm·. and nervous breakdown.
Sold by all druggist·, 34c. Sample Free. Ad·
How much better it would be to eat
drees, Allen 8. Olmated, Le Roy. Ν. T.
trouble
more slowly, cure the stomach
la » Pinch, um ALLElf'l FOOT-EAJffi. with Mi-o-na, and soon regalu perfect
The Best
You know the kind, DOMESTIC.
Shake Into your ehoea Allen'· Foot-Eaae, a health.
The headaches, sleeplessness,
powder. It onrea Coma, Bunion», Painful, nervous troubles, .pain after eating,
colors.
and
Best
Best
made,
designs
smarting, Hot, 8wollen feet. At all Druggists
meland Shoe Store». SSc. Sample Fa**. Address, specks before the eyes, backaches,
neck
Allen S. Olmated, Le Roy, Ν. T.
WRAPPERS of good percale in a floe assortment of good colors, gathered at
ancholy and gloomy foreboding would
be soon overcome and perfect health and
in front and and box plaits in back, belt put on in a way tbat gives the
Price $1.00
....
Born.
strength would be restored.
effect of a shirt waist suit,
weakened
Proper treatment of the will cure
has
back
box
at
is
hanging
Mi-o-na
front
neck,
plaits
with
of
gathered
WRAPPERS
good percale,
In Norway, Feb. 96, to the wife of Joseph A. digestive system
trouble. The rePrice $1.25
every case of stomach
from yoke, wrapper is neatly trimmed with two inch ruffle,
Woods, a son.
In Albany, Feb. 22, to the wife of Reuben sults of this treatment are so astonishing
and white checks and a large assortment of
Kimball, a daughter.
and so pronounced, that those who have SHIRT WAIST SUITS of neat black
In Albany, leb. 24, to the wife of Fred SkinPrice $1.00
value
its
to
......
fail
never
appreciate
tried it
figured percale,
ner, a son
In Boston, Mass., Feb. 28, to the wife of Geo. as a healing agent.
waist ha· very pretty
and
checks
of
neat
figured
percale,
SUITS
a
WAIST
SHIRT
all
A. Sanders (Minnie Garland), daughter.
So reliable is Mi-o-na in cuting
Price $1.25
yoke trimmed with small pearl button*·,
forms of stomach weakness and troubles
a
signed SHIRT WAIST SUITS of extra line percale in white ground with dots and
that F. A. Shurtleff & Co. give
Married.
cost
Price $1.75
guarantee that the remedy will
stripes
unless it cures. Each box of
nothing
"
In Harbor, Feb. 17, by Rev. E. F. Doughty, Mi-o-na sells for 50 eents, and is invaluneat
$1.98
in
checks,
SHIRT WAIST SUITS of extra fine percale
Mr. Charles Seavey and Miss Blanche D. Learltt,
able to anyone who suffers with indigesboth of Stow.
In West Bethel, Feb. 25, by S. W. Potter, Esq, tion, nervousness or weak stomach.
Mr. Henry M. Osgood and Miss Eva Richardson,
am

gin.

NEW WRAPPERS AND
SHIRT WAIST SUITS.

both of Bethel.
In Rumford Falls, Feb. 28, Mr. Arthur Landry
of Berlin, Ν. H., and Mlaa Josephine Gauthier of
Romford Falla.
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York City, If«w York.
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1905.
S 15,000 00
In South Paris, Mar. 4, George A. Wilson, aged Real Estate
211,000 00
Mortgage Loans,
63 years.
00
12.S8i.477
In 8outh Parla, Mar. 4, Miss Cora Keen, aged Stocks and Hoods
509,705 60
Cash In office and Bank
52 years.
942,.Vv2 ne
Balances
Brackett.
In Bethel. Mar. 3, Mrs. Mary
Agents'
50.48y.il
in Rumford Falls, Feb. 25, Edward Lowell, Interest and Rents,
aged 48 years.
#14,061.173 96
Gross Assets
In Mexico, Feb. 23, Mrs. James Wheeler, aged
8,6\137
Deduct Items not admitted,
74 years.
In Kumford Falls, Feb. 28, Mre. Luclnda B.
59
$14,052,.720
75
AdnitUed Assets
Swain, ajted
years.
In Yarmouth, Feb. 22, Mrs. Abble L. (Ham)
of
LIABILITIES DE''. 31, 1905.
Home, widow of the late John L. Home
S 526,063 H8
Norway.
Net Ui. paliI Loeecu
5.205.H84 23
In North Buckfleld, Feb. 24, Mrs. Clara Keene, Unearned Premium*,
317.297 70
26
aired 88 years,
days. James Miller Harmon, Allother Liabilities
1..VO.OOOOO
In Rrownlleld, Feb. 23,
Cash Capital
76
6,442,674
3
2
Liabilities
months,
85
days.
all
over
aged years,
Surplus
In south Waterford, Feb. 18, Annie Atherton.
59
$14,052,520
and
Surplus
Liabilities
Total
W. J. WHEELER Λ CO., Agents.
South Paris, Me.
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planning
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ftrevent

the venire

was

returned.

I wraoka.

invited.

Swift,

New

Carl S. Briggs,

Spectacles and
Eyeglasses

late or the

SCHEDA VIOLIN SCHOOL,
Springfield, Mail.

for

rates

Terme, $1.00 per lesson.—Special
children and beginner·.—Permanent addreea,
MAINE.
SOUTH PARIS,

WANTED.
men for general farm

Two

WARRANTED TO FIT.

I

Samuel Richards,

OPTICIAN,

«"ADUATE

SOUTH PARIS, MAINE.

work.

Good wages for the season.
MAINE SANATORIUM,
Hebron, Maine.

Immediately.
Feb. 20th. 1906.

FINE RESIDENCE FOE SALE
the

JOHN L. HORNE STAND,

Recently occupied as a Home for Aged Women.
Lot 206 feet front, 23 rods deep, large two story
dwelling and ell and stable connected, 12 rooma,

steam heater, hot and cold water, plenty of fruit
and shade trees. Will be sold for less than half
the original cost.
FREELAND HOWE, Real Estate Agent,

Twelve

May-hatched pullets,

ones.

A.
Dec. 4,

'05.

nice I

are

big

showing

the

We

cities.

largest
now

line of Post Cards

have

over

Designs,

1000 Different
local views and the

comprising

of interest in the

principal points

comic
United States, Europe and other foreign countries ; also
in
Come
&c.
rural
life,
cards and cards representing anitnal life,
want
some
find
will
You
you
surely
and look them over.

AT THE PHARMACIES OF

F. A. SH U RTLEFF & CO.
2 Stores,

Telephone

} Maine.

I

F.

A.

HIII

BTLKFF * CO

M. L-UNT,
136 Main St., Norway

18-4.

South Paris, Me. I
60 YEARS'
EXPERIENCE

Patents

F. A. PARLIN,

South Paris.

KILL

BALSAMS

TRADI

Copyrights Ac.

CA-

ALL

SHURTLEFF Λ CO.

may
Anyone tending a (ketch and description
whether an
quickly incertain our opinion freeCommunicaInvention I· probably patentable.
Patent·
on
tion! itrictlycnnadenUal. HANDBOOK
lent free. Old eat agency for aecuring patent·.
Patenta taken through Munn Λ Co. raotlr·
iptrlal notice, wlthoat charge. In the

Scientific American.

complications.
It is a note-worthy

fact that among
tbe many medicines and treatments for
which F. A.
one
catarrh, there is only
Sburtleff & Co. sell under their positive
guarantee to refund the money if it does
not cure,—Hyomei, Nature's remedy
for the cure of catarrh.
No dangerous drugs are taken into tbe
stomach when Hyomei is used. Breathed through tbe small pocket inhaler that
Correct in style, easy and comfortcomes with every Hyomei outfit, its healable
in every way.
remost
tbe
to
ing balsams penetrate
mote cells of tbe throat, nose and lungs,
killing tbe germs of catarrh, healing the
irritated mucous membrane and making
complete and lasting cures.
Aho
stock
Tbe complete Hyomei outfit, consist- with patent and
In
ing of an inhaler that can be carried
the purse or vest pocket, a medicine
dropper, and a bottle of Hyomei, costs
J
only II. Tbe inhaler will last a lifetime,
of
can be We invite jour careful
while extra bottles of
whenever needed, for only 60
TRY ME.

Made in Kid
tip.

Box Calf.

Hyomei

cents.
F. A. Sburtleff & Co. are selling a
good many Hyomei outfits at this season,
and they nave so much confidence in the
remedy that tbey guarantee to refund
the money In case it does not cure.

We want to
a

The Hat that is

Many

suit the

inspection

the

W. 0.

We

to vou.

easily

do it

can

pocket book

also.

and

Prices 50c. to $2.50.

OUR SPRING
Are

ready

new

for your

novelties.

^APg

inspection.

Golf, Yachting

—

We have lots of
and Eaton

shapes.

We cannot describe them.

Tou had better
J.

see

F. PLUMMER,

them.
FurnUher,

31 Market Square, SOUTH PARIS, ME.

Telephone

Frothingham,

106-3.

Women's Unlined Boots $3

yam about

Soft
a line of Women's Unlined Boota for $3.00.
Vici Kid, rubber heel. They are very comfortable and durable, if }ou have trouble with your feet they will please you.
We have

In the first place you should know that Paroid
is no experiment. It has been on the market about
In 1808 the U. 8.
ten years and hA stood the test.
Government used a large amount of it in Cuba; four
bo satisfactory, they
years later, it having proved
ordered 1,200,000 feet for shipment to Manila, and
have now used many million square feet of it. The
Panama Canal Commission placed their whole order

We also have the

Lady Washington Boot for $2.00
Made expressly for enlarged joints. We will guarantee you
comfort if you will let u* fit you. We make a specialty of

imitafor Paroid, although nearly
tions were submitted. Railroads, manufacturers and
farmers all over the country use it and indorse it.
The sales of Paroid now are well up to 400 carloads a
or approximately 20,000,000 feet.
hundred bids

Ο

South Paris.

spin.

a

becoming

require a diversity of styles

men

to suit all.

TRY ME

$2 Shoes for Ladies

You

•v-HAS ARRIVED.--*

IflAKl

There is no more common disease
than catarrh, and none that is more
A handfomely lllnitrated weekly. Lanmt drdangerous. It weakens and debilitates ealatlon
of any iclentiflc tournai. Term·, 13 a
tbe whole system, if it is allowed to run, year: four month·, |L Bold by all newtdealere.
leads to serious, and sometimes fatal

procured,

Y our SPRING Hat

Designs

TARRHAL GEKM8.—SOLI) UNDER GUARANTEE 3Y F. A

We
the

ι

found outside

to be

J. PENLEY,

HY0MEI CURES CATARRH.
IT8 HEALING

—

need of any of the above.

For Sale.
for
hatching—White LegEggs
horn, Barred Plymouth Rock, White
Wyandotte. 50 cents for 13.
R. F. D. 3.

Souvenir Post Cards.

eight o'clock and will close Saturday,

Norway, Vainc.

Pullets for Sale.

(iHVRTI.EPK * CO

A.

therefore offer my entire
I havo decided to closo out my business aud shall
a great reduction.
15c. and 30c.
70c. to §1) 00 One Lot Neckwear,
One Lot of Furs,
7c. to 38c.
$2.93 to 3.98 One Lot Pins, C'oinbe, etc.,
One Lot of Skirts,
19c. to 38c.
Cotton
One
Lot
Underwear,
to
7.50
5.88
One Lot Bain Coate,
.'{8c. to $2.00
80c. to 1.00 Oue Lot White Skirts,
One Lot Wrappers,
19c. to 38c.
Babies' Dresses,
Lot
One
to
79c.
38c.
One Lot Corsets,
! Oue Lot Babies' Dresses,
to 11.00
75c.
38c. to 79c
One Lot Outing Kobe»,
75c. to $1.50
Lot
One
Babies'Coats,
38c.
and
19c.
and
Pants,
One Lot Vests
10c., 19c. and 38c. I Ribbon at one-half.
One Lot Hose,
Shall also sell my Household Furniture,
These are a few of our bargains.
Parlor Sets, Couch,
Carpets, Chamber Sets, Side Board, Refrigerator, Chairs,
Articles. This sale began Saturday, Feb. 24, at
Household
all
and
Table
Dining
March 31. Now is your time to buy if in

The famous Uttle pillfr
as

Κ.

enrHTLEFK * CO.

stock at

HELOI4E Ε HERSEY.

Norway, known

A.

GOING OUT OF BUSINESS.

°β8Κ'β Early Risen
In

F.

taaaîiaaaaaiaaaaaaaaaaeaBaeaaaacaaaaqaaaaiaaaiaaai

Tbe subscriber hereby give» notice that she I
has doen duly appointed administratrix of the 1
estate of
ARTEM A3 L. IIERSBY, late of Oxford,
In the County of Oxford, deceaaed, and given
AU persona having 1
bonds as the law directe
demande against the estate of said deceased are
desired to present the same for settlement, and
all Indebted thereto are requested to make pay'oent

Maine.

Norway,

F. A. KHUBTLEFF 4 CO.

NOTICE.

30n/r'«ii" Laferrier hiui

''"^i'TÊ

GERMAN AMERICAN INSURANCE COMPANY

Died.

TEACHER OF VIOLIN,
«H
Spohr's Method.

|

THE STRENU- Coats and Suits
OUS LIFE

AFFLICTED WITH BHRUMATISM.
"I was and am yet afflicted with rbeumatiam," aaj· Mr. J. C. Bap·, editor of

on

all kinds of comfort shoes for l>oth house and street

year

feet
We have handled Paroid tor about four years, having sold over 130,000
the place of
and the sale is rapidly increasing. In 1906 we sold enough to take

700,000 shingles.

Fire Underwriters
It is practically fireproof; the National Association of
is proof against sparks and cinders.
accept it in the class with gravel roofs as it
Another thing to be considered is the low cost as oo.-npared with shingles,
to the quantity and thickness used,
being 20 to 40 per cent cheaper, according
of laying the
than a medium quality cedar, making allowance for the extra cost
are entirely unsuitable,
shingles. There are many roofs so flat thatorshingles
tin roof at a small part of the
while Paroid would be as good as a gravel
and dormer windows. By using Paroid
cost Is Is especially adapted to
with flat roofs at a big saving
It is practicable to build sheds, poultry houses, Ac.,
which is an
in material. We have the well known Neponaet Red Rope Roofing
exoellent low-priced roof, good for five years or more. Also the Neponset Black
We shall be pleased to furnish samples and further informa-

wear.

SMILEY SHOE STORE,

IN OPERA HOUSE

NORWAY, MAINE

BLOCK,

F. W. FAUNCE, Salesman.

Ε. N. SWETT, Manager.

Telepbone 1ΧΒ·8.

piazzas

Waterproof Paper.
tion on application.

S. P. MAXIM & SON,

Agents,

Soutb. Pari·, Maine.

CASTORIA Fifiiiuauicuiii ®.·"*ï* ^

HMKMYNHanAlnpBNfkt

<*

$ia.oo tip dyed dog skin robes,
14.00 brown wambat robes
12.00 brown wambat robes,
10.00 natural black goat robes,
9 00 gray goat robes
Now is the time to

IJAMES

buy

a

good

warm

N. FAVOR,

robe

now

$io.co

now

ia.00

novf

10.00

now

8.00

now

7.50

cheap.

haMstore,UCKf"

M. Main St., Norway, Maine.

The New-York
Tri-Weekly Tribune

ALMOST
AS

for busy people, almost M
Rural Free Delivery Carriei
week.
ngs it to your dojr three times every
It is published on Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays,
and contains all the most important news of The Daily
Tribune, which is a guarantee of its value.
If you live in the village or on a farm and have not
time for a daily newspaper you may be kept in close touch
with all important news of the world at a very small cost.
The regular price of THE NEW YORK TRI-WEEKLY
TRIBL'NE is only f 1.50 per year, bat tou can secure it with
The Oxford Democrat,
your own favorite local newspaper.

GOOD

is a

metropolitan uewspa; er
u
daily, and your

Bid

AS
A
DAILY
PAPER.

Send your order and money to The Oxford Democrat,
South Paris, Maine.
Tour nam· and addre>s on a postal card to THE NEW·
YORK TRI-WEEKLY TRIBL'NE, New-York City, wiU

bring you

free sample copy.

a

A LOW PRICE
OX

—

Wool
close

oat ο

—

Carpets

Meat Market.
Fresh meats of all kinds

T.

Chas. F. Ridlon,
Corner Mai" and DanfortH Sts..

J.

R. F. D. 2,

hard

wood,

S. BROWN,
South Paris.

Wanted.
PEELED PULPWOOD.

Stomach

No appetite, loss of strength, nervoo*
seas, heacacne. constipaton. bad breath
general debility, sour risings, and catarrh
oi tne stomach are all cue to indigestion.
Tfc:s new ±xcvKodol cures indigestion.
of dige»
•ry represents the ratura. ju res
tlon as they ex.st in a heaithy stomach,
tome
known
combined w.th the greatest
and recorjtrucbve properties. Kodol Dyspepsia Cure does not cn.y cure icc:gest:cD
and dyspepsia, but this famous remedy
cures ail stomach troubles by cleansing,
purifying, sveeter.-.r.g and strengther..ng
the mucous membranes lining the stomach.
οI

Va..

W

Kyi—

km.· stcr-aofc far twenty jun.
aaa we ι·» acw -ire it te mi*

Ε. H. PIKE,

WEST PARIS,

p. u.

All cargo, except Live Stock, via the
is insured

steamers of this Company,
nre and marine risk.

against

J. F. LISCOMB,
Wharf. Portland. Me.

Franklin

Agent.

CALVIN AUSTIN. Vice President
and General Manager. Boston. Mass.

Tenney,

Dr. Austin

Oculist,
Elm

at

House.

ist, and ist

Tuesday, Aug.
following

of each

month.

hours, 10:30

a. m. to 4
Examined free.

A

Norway.
Tuesday

Office

P. M.

sleighs

more

at your

price

own

to

close them out.

MILLETT,

P.

H.

South Paris, Me.

Cord Wood,

Slab Wood,

Stove Wood and
Coal at
A. W. Walker &. Son's,
South Paris, Maine.

CHANDLER,

Picture Frames

Builders' Finish I

and Pictures,

1 will furnish DOORS and WINDOWS of any
3Ue or Sir ie at reasonable prioes.

Mats, Mirrors

If la want of any kln<l of Finish for Inside or
Pine Lam
<>uttlde work, sen ! In yonr orders
tier and Shingles on hand Cheap for Cash.

Also Window & Door Frames.

Mouldings s,;!L

High Grade Portrait Work
in

Craycn, Water color,

Sepia

and Oil

a

specialty.

Planing, Sawing

and Job Work.

Mtfcbed H\r! Wood floor Boards for sale

(linDLFR,

E.
Wt-si Susnatr,

....

Maine.

Furniture, Household
Goods.

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

L. M. TUFTS,

My

auction

rooms

will be open

If you
every Saturday afternoon.
SOUTH PARIS. have
wish
to
to
sell
or
anything
buy,

Nichols St..

FOLEYSHOWET^TAR
CASTORIA

call.

Signature

Ill KM Yh Han Ahnjs Bwigkt

of

With large, new buildings and new
equipment throughout, revised course·
YOUR CATALOG!! I of study and increased teaching force, it

FILL OCT. CLT OFF AND MAIL TO IS.
PLEASE SEND

To
Street

City

or

town
State

has the beet facilities in the world for
young men and women.
Never has there been such a demand
for young people who have a thorough
training for business. More than 30 applications a month are received for Bliss
graduates. Full information together
with an illustrated catalogue will be sent
upon request. A call at the school will
convince you of its superiority.
FALL
TERM OPENS SEPTEMBER 18.
BLISS COLLEGE, Lewiaion, Me.

WOOD ASHES FOR SALE
In any
.CAR

quantity desired.

LOAD

nn.

Mo. Sit.-PrlMl ▲ cio·tic.
Initials name a pretty missive.
L Goddess of female beauty
love.
2. Belonging to the star·.
3. Capable of being read.
4. Pertaining to elves.
ft. Body of a comet
β. 8erving to draw.

7. Existing in fancy.
& Moving from place to place,
λ Rejoicing in triumph.
*7.—Mlaaln* Word*.

[Rhyme]

Του may train the eagle
To stoop to your —,
Or you may inveigle
The phenlx of the
;
The lioness, you may move he

LOTS

A

soun; three level teaspoonfuls salt, one
teaspoonfal white pepper, one tablespoonful minced parsley and one-half
pint canned peas.
ROASTED

LAMB.

much
The foreqnarter of lamb is
sweeter and cheaper than the bindTo Kive o'er her
quarter. For a number of persons the
But you'll ne'er stDp a lover.
whole quarter should be
purchased,
He will find out hie
which will give nine chops. The marketman will remove the shoulder bone,
Ko. 2».—Connected OfUfoai.
which should be cracked and sent home
IL
with the meat to be used for broths with
I
ο
ο
ο
the scrape left from serving. Wipe off
ο
ο
ο
the meat with a damp cloth, place in
000000000
pan, inside of meat downward, dast with
000000000
pepper, add one-half pint of water and
000000000
place in quick oven, until crnsted over;
0
0
0
0
0
then dust with salt and baste every ten
0
minutes with the drippings. Reduce the
I.—1. A domestic animal. 2. A thick
beat after it is nicely browned, and confluid. 3. TLe nest of a bird of prey. 4. tinue to cook until a skewer run into the
Z.
Encountered.
A stain.
shoulder will not show traces of red
II.—1. Congregated. 2. A feminine juice. For a dinner where the tastes of
nickname. 3. Void. 4. An appellation. quests are not known it is better to bave
the lamb well done rather than rare.
5. Part of the Lead.
This meat must be watched that the
chops do not scorch before the shoulder
\o. L*!l.-I"lptnpf Parnate.
Remove meat to a bot platter
is done.
and place where it will keep hot; if in
the oven, keep the jets low. Run off the
fat and dust the bottom of the pan with
flour; set over the fire to brown delicately: then pour in one pint of the strained
soup stock and stir until creamy, adding
more flour rubbed smooth with batter if
needed; then add salt and pepper if
needed, and one tablespoonful very fine-

ly chopped parsley.

OAi.L·?.

French ball-cutter, costing
twenty-five cents, cut balls from raw,
pared potatoes, cook in salted water
nntil tender; drain; add to one qnart of
balls, one round'ng tablespoonful butter
and one tableepoonful minced parsley.
Set in a warm place for butter to melt,
and keep hot until served on the same!
dish with the meat.
TOMATOES

SAUTES.

firm tomatoes in one-half inch
slices; dip in fiour and saute in hot fat
until brown; dubt with pepper and salt.
Cut

Accordiez to (Mers.
The Inefficiency of Mexican labor vu
ooder diecoeelon by η group of mining
promoter*.
"'»n my lut trip to Mexico," mid one,
"while onr train halted at Jimnloo, a

Ao Aninjal Story Per
Little FolKs

î ho Dcg Who Had His Day

dinner etation on the Mexican Central, I
and watched the mechanic who

alighted

went from car to car soonding the wheels
with a hammer, preenmahly to teet their
condition. He was a fair type of a nap
tire skilled workman.' Joat to draw

il:. 11 os., aud Beedle Dos were great
ci~ou.cs. One never saw them separatj-;. 'iTjoy l>otli belonged to an old farm·
him ont a little I inquired:
#.· u.iuied Screw, who wae very appro"
'Why do yon rap the wheel·?
p;iat®ly naiued, so they both thought,
"Setting down hie torch, he ■ tared at us
be got nil he could out of every one
'Because the muter
me in amazement.
and spared uoue.
mechanic tell· me to/ he replied.
"
lie was especially hard on Mr. Ηβββ,
4But why? I persisted. 'What good
doe· it do?'
wîiom he forced to work all day In the
"
Ί do not know, senor,' said he. 'The hot sun urn I l>eat and kicked him sadly
master mechanic tells me to strike each : wIh'U he lagged.
wheel, and I do so. That is enough for
"It's a shame." whined Beedle Dog
me.'
us he crept into Mr. Hose' stall for the
"
'How long have you been working at
night. "He make» you work too hard.
this job?' I asked.
"
For two He's a cruel old tike."
*Two years,' he replied.
the
"Well, you see," said the horse, "h·
years he had been going through
form of sounding the car wheels without doesu't understand. He never has to
the slightest knowledge of the object of pull a heavy cart, and he doesn't know
the test or the slightest curiosity con- bar.· we suffer."
cerning it!"—Philadelphia Record.
"Better teach, him, then," said Beetile curtly. "I always believe In giving
Too Much to Expect.
foiks nil the information they need."
On Çol. Bowie's return to Maryland,
"How are you going to do It?"
was
be
surprised
after a brief absence,
the horse, munching a moutha
and
his
tenants
queried
one
of
old
find
to
Bill,
peculiarly bappy-go-lucky darky, driving ful.
Tomorrow when he
"1*11 te!l you.
a fine-looking mule hitched to a brand
new wagon.
Quite naturally, the colo- let* you out you make tracks down the
nel began to ask questions, and was informed by Bill that he had "bot de out- :
fit" at Snow hill.
"And what did you pay for it?" asked
the colonel.
"I gib ma note for 1100," Bill replied.
"And where on earth do you expect to
f 100 to pay the note when it falls
ue?" the colonel said, in surprise.
The old darky's face as<umed an in j ured
expression. "Forede Lawd, Marse Ed,"
be replied, in a grieved tone, "you doan'
me to gib de note an' pay, too?"—

Set

'spect
Philadelphia Public Ledger.
Teacher—For a correct understanding1
of this sentence, "They cleaned up 175

idiomatic.

me

ΠΑΠΙΚΗ WxBM.

Burning Bug.

sick down the road yonder—awful sick;
Guess he'll die."
too hard.
"How do you know, you brute?"
"Saw him," said Beedle. "Better get
and get him,
you: wa con and go down

Ob, mamma," sbe cried, "I burned | worked
on a

bug!"

Only a little cold in tbe bead
the beginning of an obstinate

may be
case of

SPECIALTY.

For Price and Particular» addreu,

slmflating the Food andBegulaIn» \ms/( HII DKI.N

ance·

Opium .Morphine norMîueraL

PROBATK NOTICK*.
perMR· iBtPPPoh··! tn either ot ih·· K«t*r—
hereinafter named
At a Probata i^)urt. heU at Pari». 1· ard
'or «h? County of Oxford. on the third Tae»da·.· 1
Feb.. In she' year of our I-ord one thou* >nd
The fMlowlnir matter
aine hundred an<l elz
>λτ1γ.κ lKjen presented for the a'tlon thereupon
^relnufter Indicate·!. It I» berehv Ordered
That notice thereof be given to all person In•ercsiol, by causln* a copy of tbl* order to be
•jubllshed three weeks succeeslrel* In tb
*ord Democrat, a newspaper published at South
°srt». In »al.! County, that they mav ai |<ear at a
Probate Court to bé held at raid Pari», on the
D. I!** at S>
third Tuesday of March. A.
•>f the c'ock In tb? força.-*», and be heard there
» If they see cause.

ot "Narcotic.
NotKarcc

V$tfOUA-SiMUBJniMB
A

Worms .Convulsions .Feverishnrss and Loss OF SLEEP.

HATTIE M M \C AL A*TER, late «f Norwav.
deceased; will an I pe ltion for probate thereof
presented by R. U. Macalaster, the ezecu or

facSinile Signature

SIMON STAHL,
ALSO DEALER IN COAL AND WOOD.

of

therein name!.

Π \ RRTET W STARR1RD. late of Ru kfleld;
deceased; Aral account presented fjr allowance
by Harry Dudley, executor.
LEWI* IT. REED, late of Mexico, deceased;
««cond and final account jre'ented for allowance
by John Reed. adm'nlstrator
ETTTEL MOR-E of Porter; petition that nan e
be changed »© Ethel 3. Bushbr, presented by

NEW YORK.
λ

Jj

b 111

I

Dosi»

< > 11

CUSTOM

I li

J^(

s

ι

ms

LXACT COPY Of WBAEPCR.

I

E.CURTIS, lite of Paris, deceased;

Nasal Catarrh. Drive out tbe invader : or you'll have a funeral."
with Ely's Cream Balm applied straight,
"How'm I to git It down thar?"
to tbe inflamed stuffed up air-passages. ;
"I*ull it. I guess. Walking's good."
an
Price 50 cent·. If you prefer to use
So off they set. Beedle beading at λ
atomizer, ask for Liquid Cream Balm. It
rapid
jHu-e and j>oor Mr. Screw pulllaf
basal) the good qualities of tbe remedy
tbe shaft».
between
herd
catarrh
of
in solid form and will rid you
"My, it's hot!" said Screw.
No cocaine to breed a
or bay fever.
"Rather warm." said Beedle.
dreadful habit. No mercury to drive
out the secretion. Price 75 cents, with
"Heavy as lead." said Screw.
"Itatber weighty." laughed Beedle.
spraying tube. All druggists, or mailed
by Ely Bros., 50 Warren Street, New
Soon they came to Mr. Hose. Mr.
York.
Screw was played out.
"Feel better?" said Beedle.
"Say," growled tbe sporting editor.
I'll pull home," the boree re"Yes.
"What do you mean by saying tbe lightweight boxer weighs 122 pounds?'1
plied.
As they went down tbe road Beedle
"Well, that's what he weighed," pro-

SARAH W. TTEWETT.lateof Paris, deceased ;
will and petition for probate tbewof presented
by Waterman T. Hewett, the executor therein
named.

HELOI*E H. HERSET, late of Oxford, de
ceased; iatt will and testament proented and
petition for probate thereof and tt'e spi ointment
of Helolse κ. Hersey a· administratrix pre
eented by said Heloi'e E. Hersey, only heir

If you

M ART C. D. HCTi'HIN*. late of Lancaster,
in the state of New Hampshire; cop* of will, also
prepetition for It· allowance In this countythen:
sented by Tends Κ. Dewey, the executrix
In named.

payment Immediately
WILLIAM A.
Feb. 30 h. 190Λ.

knew how

good.

Paroid Roofing

really

ALBERT D. PARK. RerfsW.

notice.
Tbe subacriber hereby give» notice that he
tia« l>een duly appointed executor of the last
will and testament of
CHARLES S. I'ORTER. late of Pari#,
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
bondi a# tbe law direct». All person* having
demanda against tbe estate of said deceased
are desired to present the same for settlement,
and all Indebted thereto are requested to make

only

durable, how satisfactory

now

ADDISON Ε. HF.BRICK, Judge of sallCourr.
copt—Attest :

1 true

put

on

is ; if you

only knew how easily it can be
long it lasts; if you only kn^w

and how

good all-round roof it is. you would sure
υη the j\;ice.
money by using it for every building
Weather proof, wear proof, contains no t:ir, sLte color,
what the
us prove Lo you
any one can lay it. Let
will
do.
Paroid
lioofing
genuine
Send for Free Sample
what

I

PORTER.

a

and book

It Trill

"Building Economy."

on

Get the
money. Don't take a cheap imitation.
the roof that lasts. A complete rooting
kit in every roll.

.\OTlCE.
The subscriber hereby give» notice that he I
his been duly appointed executor of the last
will and testament of
GEORGE R HOLLAND, iate of Buckfleld
in tbe County of Oxford, deceased, and given
All persons naving
bonds as the law directs.
lemands against the estate of said deceased are
desired to present the same for settlement,
and all Indebted thereto are requested to make

save

you

genuine—

S. P. MAXIM ά SOX,

Payment Immediately.
Feb. 20th. 1906. CHARLES L. HOLLAND

South Paris.

tested the

—

«

~

Sri

refund money if it fails to brown over a hot fire.
E. W. Urovx's signature is on
BAUD OYSTERS OH TOAST.
each box. 25c.
Set the scrubbed oystars in a hot oven
"Papa, can eon fix dolly? I operated an til shells open; remove six oysters to
on her aad all her utensils are ooming a neat slice ol battered
toast; deal with
out."
salt and pepper.

Use
For Over
Thirty Years

A perfect Remedy forConsûpaΓιοη. Sour Stomarh,Diarrhoea

JAREZ Κ Rl'DDKN. late of Sorwav. de.
ca-el; »·!! and petition for pro'>»tc the-eof
presented br Ku^· ne F. £mlth, th-l ex'cutor
therein named.

g*™*®·"

A GUARANTEED CUBE FOB PILES.

Itching, Blind, Bleeding, Protruding

Piles. Druggists an authorized to refund money if Paao Ointment ftdle to
rare la β to 14 days. 60 onto.

imall bills look bigger than
Puck.

*

a

"ûfty.M-

It people could only find money aa
Msily aa they find fault we ahoald he

FOR SALE.
quality,
all round, good size, $5 50 per cord,
This is a good trade.
delivered.
Also later, second quality green, all
round.

E. W. PENLEY,

A. K.

JACKSON.

MARCH

REMEMBER

31,
1906.

THE

LIMIT

THE NEW-YORK
TRIBUNE FARMER

104

Papers
In
One

is a twenty page national illustrated agricultural wrtk'.j
head of
for farmers and their families, and stands at the
the agricultural press. It is a practical paper for pr».·:
j: Dt
to secure the

Year

J For

Druggists

of

ness and Rest .ton tains neither

r<>

I

Signature

Promotes DigestionjCheerful·-

j

cure.

Bears the

Ui^iteSlMWteawlBowelsof

If Ο TICK.
new reporter.
•aid:
The subscriber hereby gives notice that he
"He didn't do anything of the kind,"
Atlanta
now."
"Guess be knows
has been duly appointed administrator of the
Two things are here illustrated that
LETTUCE.
ITALIAN
retorted the s. e." "He 'tipped the Constitution.
estate of
"
belong to man. woman and child.
ELVA Ε ^TETSON. late of Buck fled.
Rinse the lettuce in cold water the scales.'
and
deceased,
In the County of Oxford,
All per«ors
riven bonds à- tbe law directs.
morning of the dinner; shake well and
One would tbink the Laxative idea in !
Ho. SO.—Old Fathionvd Valentin··.
Chnrrbrard Xorflty.
having demands against the esuue of said dedrain in a colander, until wanted to
a cough syrup would have been advanced
ceasel are desired to present tbe same for set[Jumble.]
Then place in a deep salad bowl
serve.
In tbe churchyard of the little Midtlement, and all indebted thereto are requested
1.
long before it was. It seems tbe only ;
there to make
a heart of the lettuce for each guest,
of
Pinner.
England,
dlesex
village
payment Immediately.
rational remedy for Coughs and Colds
Sweet rose red violets you sugars blue
WASHINGTON HEALD.
Feb. 30thi 1906.
using only the tender leaves; in the cen- would be to move the bowels and clean stands a monument quite distinct from
the the U and so are.
tre place a piece of stale bread two
consiste
It
it.
surround
the mucous membranes of the throat and all those which
NOTICE.
which
Sugar a» vine grows the round stump inches by two inches thick, over
at tbe same time
Kennedy's of a tall, square pyramid overgrown
The subscribers hereby arlve notice that they
rub a section of garlic. Rub this bread lungs
sur· as the so lump sure are my you.
It
does
this.
which
Tar
laxative Honey and
haye been duly appointed administrators of the
with ivy. through the middle of
over the lettuce carefully before putting
estate of
is the Original Laxative Cough Syrup,
of stone. This
made
coffin
a
on
salad.
French
the
the
EDMUND Dr.roSTER, late of Buckfleld,
projects
Jambles.
*o. 31
dressing
tbe best known remedy for Coughs,
monument was raised by a son to his In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
"O. S. S. S S S. opine."
All persons having
FBENCH DBE5SING.
bonds as tbe law directs.
Colds, Croup, Whooping Cough, etc.
Stands for belongings—
parents. Will'am and Agnes Loudon, demands again«t tbe estate of eald deceased are
Pnt one teaspoonful white pepper in a Tastes good and harmless. Sold by F.
for settlement, and
tbe
same
do
to
Theirs, yours or ir.me.
not,
leslred
tell.
present
They
as tbe inscriptions
a!) Indebted thereto are requested to make paylarge salad spoon, add two teaspoonfuls A. Sburtleff Λ Co.
however, tell why he chose to have bis ment Immediately.
"M M. M. 1 sue."
salt
stir
until
611
with
salt,
vinegar;
up
FBED S DbCOSTER
"Men are so different from women." parents' remains poised in mid air in
Long dead, 'tis true.
dissolves.
Add three tablespoonfnls
CHARLES E.DeCOSTER.
Feb.20th, 19f«
a man
îet undecayed. beheld by you.
the stone shell instead of being buried
olive oil, and sprinkle over the lettuce. "Indeed they are! You never see
down town on a freezing day with his
NOTICE.
in the usual manner. This curious act
PEACH CBEAM BOSETTES.
hands in a fur muff and feet in openKo. 3«.—Srncopatlona.
The subscriber hereby gives notice that sle J
is accounted for in a strange way.
into
work
cut
is
has been duly appointed administratrix of tbe 1
stockings."
1. Syncopate the limb of a man from
Currant-jelly sponge-cake
It apiH-ars that bis parents came into estate of
inch slices, then covered with a delicate
heating and have the limb of a fowl.
"so
theirs
be
to
AMOS F MASON, late of Porter.
was
Don't frown—look pleasant. If you some money which
Peach whip is then fanciIn tbe County of Oxford, deceased, and given
2. Syncopate a negative from to im- pink icing.
as their bodies were above the bonds as the' law directs.
sour
or
are
from
All persons having
fruit
on
suffering
long
bits
of
candied
indigestion
top,
fully placed
are
ply and leave the fruit of the pine.
the centers.
stomach, take Kodol Dyspepsia Cure. ground." When they died, therefore, in dem inds against the estate offorsaid deceased and
decorating
the
same
settlement,
desired
to
from
the
childa
present
label
S. Syncopate
Hon. Jake Moore of Atlanta, Ga., says: order that the money should not pasg all lndeb'ed thereto are
requested to make payWHIP.
PEACH
a
deer.
ishness of old age and leave
"1 suffered more than 20 years with in- Into other hands their son "burled" ment Immediately.
M ARY S MASON.
Grate two large pared peaches; add digestion A friend recommended KoFeb. IStb, lfme.
4. Syncopal a tavern from a small
them In this curious manner, and. deof
them to the white of one egg. juice
dol. It relieved me in one day and I
âsh and have to cut grass.
bis object
NOTICE.
one-half lemon, scant one-half pint of now enjoy better health than for many spite the apparent injustice,
5. Syncopate an insect from a closet
The subscriber hereby gives notice that she
sugar; beat until the mixture is like years." Kodol digests what you eat, re- was attained.
and leave to inspect closely.
η** !«en duly appointed executrix of tbe last !
snow.
Set on ice until ready to place on lieves sour stomach, gas on stomach,
will and testament of
β. Syncopate to work for from cau- cakes.
Windmill· a* Xrnipnprr·.
etc.
Sold by F. A. Sburtleff
EL ZA R. SMITH, late of Dixfleld.
belching,
tious and leave a color.
and
In
the County of Oxford, deceased, and give"
*
Co.
blrth6,
marriages
Holland
In
MABYLAND CHICKEN.
All persons havlnc
bonds as the law directs
7. Syncopate whole from not deep
in
recorded
of
being
deaths. Instead
teman Is against the estate of said decease'
"Dear Pop," wrote the boy from the
Singe, draw and disjoint your chickens;
same
the
for settleand leave an exhibition.
1
to
desire·
windmills.
ire
present
rinse in cold water and lay in a buttered art school, "don't send me any more newspapers, are indicated by
-nent, anil all Indebted tnereto arc requestel to j
a miller gets married be stops
Wben
of
with
thin
slices
cover
psym^Tit
Immédiat»*'·
which
nnk<·
half
that
have
saved
I
pan;
dripping
money.
JULIA Β KIDDER.
Old HI· Beat.
Feb 13th, 190Λ.
bacon; putin hot oven until chicken it yon sent me last month."
bis mil) with the arms of the wheel in
Doctor—What: Your dyspepsia no browned and the leg-bone can be easily
"Come home," wired the old man, a slanting position and with the sails
NOTICE.
better? Did you follow my directions pulled apart.
unfurled. His friends and guests fre"you'll never make an artist."
The subscriber hereby gives notice that he has
and drink hot water an hour before
do likewise with their mills, in
HOMINY CROQUETTES.
administrator of the
quently
>een
appointed
duly
are troubled with piles and
If
breakfast':
token of the ceremony. To indicate a estate nf
Add to one pint hot steamed hominy can't you
a cure, try Witch Hazel Salve,
TH \NKFULC. BACON, late of Buckfleld.
find
"I tried to. doctor, but I was unable one
birth the wheel is stopped with the In the County of Oxfopl, deceased, and given
egg, one teaspoonful salt, one-fourth but be sure you
get that made by E. C.
All persons having
as the law directs.
to keep it up for more than ten min- teaspoonful
paprika, form into rolls, DeWitt Λ Co., Chicago. It is the Origi- arms in a slanting position, but at a bond*
lemands against the estate of said deccaaed are
crumb; then dip into the beaten yolk of, nal. If
utes at a stretch."
have used Witch Hazel more acute angle than for a marriage leslred to present the same for settlement, and
yon
egg and recover with crumbs; fry a deli- Salve without being relieved it is proba- and with the two upi»er sails unfurled. ill Indebted thereto are requested to make pay
■nent Immediately.
cate brown in deep fat.
ble that you got hold of one of tbe many Should a miller die the sails of bis mill
Key to the Puazler.
EUGENE F. SMITH
Jan. 16th, lift!.
worthless counterfeits that are sold on are all furled, and the wheel is turned
CHEESE SAUCE.
No. 15.—A Mine ot "Or": 1. Cond-or.
DeWitt's
of
the
the
reputation
genuine
tOTICE.
2. Capt-or. 3. Teetat-or 4. V!e-or.
Melt one cupful grated cheese, then
round until the arms form an upright
Witch Hazel Salve. F. A. Sburtleff Λ
of the United States for the
No. 16.—A Song Title: "My Mother add yolks of two eggs, one-half cupful of
cross. In which positiou they are left • η the I'lstrlct i or.it
District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
Co.
milk, dash of salt and pepper.
Bid* Me Bind My Hair."
until after the funeral has taken place.
In the matter of
)
MIKE GILL.
No. 17.—Charade: Try. pod—tripod.
STEWED RADISHES.
J In Bankruptcy,
Nell—Ob, my! Here's a telegram from
)
Rumford
of
Fall*,
Bankrupt.
The Mole Haa Eye·.
No. 18.—Time Table Puzzle: Chicago.
Cook the round variety tender io salt- Jack of the football team.
In
the
Gill
To the creditors of M'.ke
The majority of people believe that County of Oxfonl and district aforesaid
No. 19.—Celebrated Namesakes: 1. ed water; drain, add to the vegetable·
Bell—What does it say?
Notice le hereby (riven that on ti e 13th lay of
John of Gaunt. 2. John Knox. 3. John enough butter to adhere nicely to each.
It «ays: Nose broken. How do you the male is even "blinder" than the
January. A. D. 1!<06. the said Mike Gill
Eliot 4. John Milton. 5. John Bunvan.
prefer it set, Greek or Roman?
proverbial bat. but the naturalists luly ijudlraied l-ank-urt. and that the first
CREAMED MACARONI.
Sir
the
case.
not
Is
such
that
duke
Marlborknow
neëilng of hie creditors will l»e held at the Court
of
8. John Churchill,
House, In South Pari·, on the 7th dav of Mar.,
Break macaroni into inch sticks; put
John Lubbock and Carl Hess, the latter
ough. 7. John Howard. 8. Sir John into salted
\. D is6, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon, at wh ch
to
Msllim.
Important
boiling water and couk until
Imc the said ctedltors may attend, prove their
a uotel German naturalist, by careful
Franklin.
tender; drain; then cover with cream *■—it— carefully trrrrj bottl· of CASTORIA,
■lain)·,
appoint a trustee, examine the bankrupt,
has
mole
No. 2U.—Diamond: J. 1. 2. Ace. 3. sauce and sprinkle with grated cheese a mit «ad nra remedy for infanta sod children,
Investigation proved that the
ind transact such other bu lness w may pro)«rly
•or-e lx-fore said meeting
Green. 4. Iceland. 5. Slate. 6. End. and dferve on a hut, low disb.
eyes which are as perfect as those of α
South Pari*. Feb. U. 1W
horse or an elephant. They are very
T. D.
WALTER L. GRAY,
CREAil SAUCE.
UrfeT»* in BanknipiT.
millione
l>e
sure
to
small
(only
21. —Initial Changes: Catch,
Να
optics.
Add to one pint of scalding hot milk
meter in dinmeteri. but in the matter
match. latch. Part. tart, cart Tend, two level
CE.
Λ
on
tablespoonfuls floor rubbed to la U·· For Ont M Tetra.
of reflection and refraction do not dif- In
mend. i»nd. Cap. tap. gap. Lax. tax. a
the District Court of the United Stales for the
paste in one tablespoonful butter;
0
It· KM Tot Bm Always Bought
fer from the normal eyes in larger aniDistrict of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
wax.
when of a thick consistency add salt,
In the matter of
)
mals.
Revert aï: Pit. tip.
No.
pepper and strained stewed tomato until
CHARLES H. MORRISON. } In Bankruptcy
No. 13
of Rumford, Bankrupt. )
Beheadings and Curtailings: of a creamy consistency.
Wife (reading)—This magazine says
Oar Locked l'p Forcée.
2. Cn-slgn-ed,
To the creditor· of Charles II. Morrison In the
1. l"u-kind-ly. kind.
the average paper dollar lasts five years.
ROAST DUCK.
It is the locked up forces within, that Countv of Oxford and district aforesaid:
Husband—Hob! When you get bold of
sign
Notice la hereby Riven that on the 13th dav of
lie deep in our natures, not those that Jan
Singe, draw and wipe inside and oat one it doesn't last five minutes.
A. D. IfOS, the said Charles 11. Morrifon
Indigestion i much of a habit. Don't with damp cloth. Rub with flour and
wa.t duly adjudicated bankrupt, and that the
are on the surface, that test our mettle.
dm meeting of hie creditors will be beld at the
get the habit. Take a little Kodol Dys- place in very hot oven for one and oneto
call
the ?th
Keep the little one· healthy and happy. It is within everybody's power
Court House In South Paris, on
pepsia Cure after eating and yon will half boors.
Their tender, sensitive bodies require out these bidden forces, to be some- lay of Maicli, Λ. D. 1W>, at in o'clock
whir h time the said
quit belching, puffing, palpitating and
In
the
forei.ion,
fet
Hollister's body and to do something worth while
gentle, healing remedies.
CURRANT SAUCE.
mav
creditors
attend, ur^te their claim*,
frowning. Kodol Digests what you eat
Mountain Tea will keep them in the world, and the man who does
tppolnt a trustee, examine the bankrupt,
and makes the stomach sweet. Sold by
Draw off the fat from the pan and add Rocky
other business as may
35
tabsuch
and well.
ind transact
cents, Tea or
not do It Is v'olating his sacred birthP. ▲. Shurtleff A Co.
one-half jar of jelly to the brown sedi- strong
properly come Itefore said meeting.
lets. F. A. Shurtleff A Co.
1W6.
Feb
14.
South
Sucwss
then
serve
in
disb.
Magazine.
Paris,
ment; heat;
right.—
separate
WALTER L. GRAT,
Mother—Do you think it is a good
Referee In K*r>km tcv.
"Are
clothes
my
ready?"
ORANGE AND
CELERT SALAD.
thing to spank a child? Doctor—Well, it
French Marriage Restriction·.
"Not yet."
often relieves the parent of a bad ât of
Remove skin and white membrane
Is
but
It sounds almost Incredible,
NOTICE.
"But you said you would finish them,
from sour oranges; flice one-eighth inch
temper.
if you worked all night."
In the District Court of the United States for
Done the less a fact, that a Frenchman
thick and remove seeds, then divide
In Bankruptcy.
Maine.
the
District
of
"I know; but I didn't work all night." nnder twenty-flve years of age whose
The best safeguard against headache, slices into halves and
arrange in layers
In tb* matter of
)
whose
dead
and
are
grandfaconstipation and liver troubles is De- with crisp celery cut into thin slices.
parents
5 In BanJtrvplty.
EDGAR E. CHASE,
Witt'» Little Early Risers. Keep a vial
Mother* everywhere praise One Min- ther or grandmother Is alive cannot
of Bethel, Bankrupt. )
Dress with mayonnaise.
of these famous little pills io the house
ute Cough Care for the sufferings it has
E. Cha»e. In the
of
To
the
creditors
Edgar
without
the
enter the married .state
and take a dose at bedtime when you VANILLA ICE CREAM IN PUFF SHELLS. relieved and the lives of their little ones
County of Oxford rod district aforesaid
of both or either of
written
that on the Î4ili uay of
authority
la
Notice
hereby
given
feel that the stomach and bowels need
Put one-half pint of water, one table- it bas saved. A certain cure for coughs,
February, A. D. 1W6, the said Edgar V. Chase
Letter to London Poet
cleansing. They don't gripe. Sold by spoonful sugar, two tablespoonfuls bat- croup, and whooping cough. Makes them.—Paris
was duly adjudicated bankrupt, and that the first
F. A. Shurtleff A Co.
cuts out phleem, and
meeting of his creditor· will be beld at tbe Court
ter, one-half teaspoonful salt over the breathing easy,
House, In South Paris, on tbe llth day of Mar.,
Dlrlaloa of Proflta.
draws out the inflammation. It should
fire
to
warm.
When
batter
melts
A. P. 1906, at 10 o'clock In tbe forenoon.at which
add
"Yes, she's made a name for herself."
be kept on hand for immediate use. Sold
take nine-tenths* of the time tbe aald creditors may attend, prove their
Litigant—You
floor
and
the
st'r
smooth
to
repaste;
what
to
"In
be
way?" "Why she used
claims, appoint a trustee, examine tbe hanknipt
F.
A.
Shurtleff
Λ
Co.
by
Judgment? Outrageous! Lawyer—I an<> transact such other business as η ay properKUen Cummins Brown.
Now she is tarn to fire and stir until the paste leaves
the sides of the pan and rolls aroand the
furnished all the skill and eloquence ty cotre before said meeting.
Aileen Comyns Brown."
South Parla, Feb. 26, Ιβοβ.
hear
of
a
who
remove
from fire; add four eggs,
Occasionally you
spoon;
and legal learning for your cause.
WALTER L. GRAT.
was
struck
dumb
with
one
at
a
and
but
roles
all
should
beat
little
we
after
Three
time,
astonishment,
keep,
thoroughly
Refera· Il Bankruptev
I furnished the cause.
Litigant—But
each addition. The paste should now nothing like that ever happens to a
To make life happy and bright,
Lawyer—Oh. anybody could do that!
bold its shape when dropped by dessert- woman.
Smile io the morning, smile at noon,
CLEBK'S OFFICE.
Take Rocky Mountain Tea at night.
spoonfuls two inches apart on to oiled
8UPREME JUDICIAL COURT.
In the spring time yon renovate jour
ItMll·! I· Either Case.
F. A. Shurtleff A Co.
pana, forming the batter into ball shape·;
OXFORD COUNTY.
brash tops with egg; bake In a quick house. Why not your body? Hollister*·
There is not much difference In the
South Paria, Me, Feb. 34,1905
Tea
drives ont impuriTommy Wrott (at the theatre)—You oven until they are light and puffy; Rocky Mountain
guilt of the man who "kills time" wben
Notice la hereby given that James M. Mcare going to take off your hat, aren't about forty minâtes will do.
When cool, ties, cleanses and enriches the Mood and his
will applτ for admission to
employer la absent and the man Gregor of Romford
the
entire
85
in
the
cents.
cut
a
bole
F.
system.
dtzenshlp at tbe March Ann, 1906, of the
you?
top and fill with frozen purifies
who steals a dollar from the cash draw- Supreme Judicial Court.
A. Shurtleff 6 Co.
Lotta Guph—No, I'm going to let this cream or whipped cream and fruit.
CHARLES F. WHITMAN, Clerk.
er.—Pittsburg Observer.
behind me feast her eyes on it all
BROILED LOBSTER.
e evening.
She's got one just like it.
Tour grandfather said: "It is in the
Look·.
Split a boiled lobster down the back, barn."
TO CURS A COLD IN ONE DAY remove intestines and stomach, brash
father said: "It is in the stable."
Don't think a man great Just beSecond
dry, hard wood,
j with batter and broil nntil a delicate Tour
Tour daughter says:
"It ti in the muse be looks so. 8even dollar· In
Take Laxative Bromo
Tablet·.:

Quinine

Always Bought

ÀVfegdable Preparalionfor As

unnecessary

mlnistraior.

understand the road wlM'ii Le isn't looking. Hide in
I don't know what
the grove u iuik· down the road and

holding
pitifully.

The Kind* You Have

calls are made
apon the physician. Follow the first
rule of health. "Keep your bowels
regular." Take "L. F." Atwood's Bitters when nature needs a little assist-

Many

SARAH

leave the rest to me."
When Mr. Screw came to look for
next day be was gone.
Alice rushed in from the garden, Mr. Horse
"Wonder where In tbe name o' sense
where «be bad been picking flower·. !
Sbe was badly stung by a bee, and was he went to now?" he growled.
"He's
on to her finger and sobbing
"I know." spoke up Beedle.
The

For Infant* and Children.

petition for determination of collateral Inheritance tax presented by Enoch Whittemore, ad

a

Tommy Tucker—I
sentence all right, but
you're talking about.

February 9, 1904.
Dear Sirs:—
We have used "L. F." Bitters in our
family for a long time, and consider
them indispensable for all Over and
stomach troubles.
They are, in fact, our family physician.
Yours very truly,
MRS. ETTA M. PACKARD.
Ripley, Me.

SARA H E. CtTRTI*. late of Perls, deceased;
first account ptesei.ted for a I owa nee by Knoth
Wblttemore, administrator.

financial transaction or the
spuls of a questionable or dishonest
venture. In short, the phrase is pecu-1
liar to the language, and may be classed
as

GASTORIA

Thifs Whit "L F." Costs

said Ethel M one.

between them," it is necessary to explain that there was no literal act of.
cleaning up. The words convey the idea
of distribution, or parceling out, and
may relate to the division of the pro-

ceeds of

Family Physician for 35e*

largest possible
through practical methods.
It is entertaining, instructive and practically usei.
farmer's wife, sons and daughters, whose intere-*J

farmers, helping them

from the farm

$1.75.

the

But

to

it

in an attractive manner.
î. Ci.
The regular price is $1.00 per year, but until Mar
NEW
19U6, we will receive your subscription for THE
«a
YORK TRIBUNE FARMER and also for your
i
South
DEMOCRAT,
THE
favorite local newspaper,
covers

Subscriptions
Must

Maine.

Be

Botti Papers One Year for Only $1.15,

Received

By
March

Thirty-flrst.

Send your order and money to THE DEMOCRAT
Your name and address on a pootal card to THE NtW·
TRIBUNE FARMER, Xew-York City, will br ni

YORK

you a free

sample

|

copy.

the Full Nome

Always Remember

I ^axative Rromo

Quinine
in Two.

Cures a Cold in One Day, Grip

25c.
PARKER'S
HAIR BALSAM

CIrin#ri »o<l bnutiiie* tae hall.
hxxumnt powth.
rromo(«e
Nerer F»ilJ »c Ecrtorî Gr»r
ΠλΙγ to jta Ycratiiful CoI:r.
ft hiir 1l.Lt·.
Clitj »r*!p
SCK-trtdfU'-'H Prwru

—

Bears the

FarUrfaetsiwiChidr·.

GIVING FULL INFORMATION

cpbrd

—

NORWAY.

few

E. W.

&

Id Mthr Hbbrd wnt t th
bn.
Τ st hr pr d*

Bt whn sh gt thr
Th cpbrd we br.
sd a hr pr dg ft

Either a good brand of canned soup
may be used or one poand of lean veal
and three pounds of lean beef may be
used for stock. By purchasing the lean
meat there will be no waste of bone,
which does not make soap. Pat the
meat in three quarts of cold water and
simmer until very tender, keeping the
same amount of water on the meat.
Strain off the liquor, reserving the meat
for bash, meat balls or croquettes. Let
the liquor cool; then place in the refrigerator over night. The day of the
dinner remove the layer of fat from the
top. Pare four good sited potatoes, one
carrot, one small turnip and cut into
strips two inches long and one-eighth of
Put the carrot and turnip
an inch thick.
in the stock to cook ten minutes before
the potato, as they require longer cooking; add one onion cut in two, which
should be removed before serving the

X VJAJYiV

Edgings,

Eyes

[Supply vowel*.)

Rkjrrne

With a

Sleighs !

Portland Division.

will be

I·. 5*5.—A » EUb1mI(4

MASONIC BLOCK.
Telephone Connection.

Eastern Steemshtp Company.
Superb re« steamers Λ this line leave
Franklin Wharf. Portland, and India
Wharf. Boston. daily vexcept Sunday) at

14.

Taxidermist,

Licensed

by Γ. A. Shurt«ï A Co.

F«re $1.28.

MAINE.

β.

J. WALDO NASH.

-»

PORTLAND AND BOSTON LINE.

Poplar

any station.

2 S r.n*» tae trial
aoe. wiict * s for 5 Γ certs.
s,LC. DeWiTT A 00·. CMiOAOO.

$1.00 S .if SS:

Fir. Hemlock
delivered at

Spruce,

and

Kodol Digests What You Eat.

7

SOUTH PARIS.

dry

Good four-foot
well seasoned.

Soup

9oi<l

Tliayer.

SQUARE,

for Small Dinner*.

Η>1Τ«1Μ·.
β Β A PKFBCIT.
Centrais reading downward nam·
Cot o slice from the top and then with
poesies of a certain kind.
a sharp-pointed spoon lift oat the palp,
L Makes intricate.
and remove the membrane. Add one
2. Used for gee toning.
dessertspoonful of sngar to the palp and
g To grow old.
reâll the shells; cat a maraschino cherry
4. ▲ letter in cognisant
into four sections and garnish thejtop.
ft. The guardian of bees and patron
If shaddocks are used, cat them crossand
of fishing
fowling.
wise in two, as they are much larger
β. Boy» that wait on members of than grapefruit and a half portion is
congress.
plenty for each guest.
7. A gift
JCLIBSXE
SOUP.
Κ

a

Wood for Sale.

MAINE.

NORWAY,

Prepared

Recipes

Ko.

specialty.
Fresh dsh arrives every Monday afternoon and Thursday morning.
Am shipping live stock every week,
i ? patterns and clean and
paying full market price.
MARKET

Boit*· 3C-7

constantly on

hand.
Corned b«ef and salt pork

up stock.

Mr. S- S
I *u trrab ed
Rod:. cu.-*d λ»
ftr da-j

0·ιμ·ιιι·ι1ιι·ι· ii· ΐιιμ»· nil·!· min
Is softened. Address: Bdltar Ηοηκμχ·.»·
Counts, Oxford Peaoent, Put·. M Ua->
hit

Bold Papers One Year (or $2.25.

NEWS-

to

HOMEMAKERS1 COLUMN.

We Do all Kind· of...
JOB PRINTING.
AHmvwI A Torh#·.

Ρ·«·

QUAKER RANGE

The nickel rails in the
QUAKER MODEL are easy
to

on

remove

as

they

are

without bolts
50 cts.

De"",Bd

50 cts.. w..k.«

put

Hobbs'
W.
Variety 8tor·, Norway.

Oeorfre

I
1

